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“My heart is like a satellite of yours, round round, and around you. ♫”

T. Ishino

Abstract

This thesis provides a series of strategies to fabricate hierarchically
arranged nanohybrids from distinct nanoparticles using polymer linkers.
Benefit from the controlled reversible-deactivation radical polymerization
technique, the topology and size of the polymer linker can be precisely
controlled, which further enables full control over the size and architecting
of the binary nanostructures. Reversible addition-fragmentation chain
transfer (RAFT) polymerization was employed to synthesize polymers with
narrow molecular weight distribution while inherently carrying the strong
aurophilic and argentophilic trithiocarbonate moieties on their chain
termini.
Start on the basis of the strong affinity of RAFT terminated polymer to
the

surface

of

gold

and

silver,

the

gold-planet–silver-satellite

nanostructures are fabricated by firstly creating four-arms star RAFT
polymer capped gold nanoparticles as a globular scaffold using a grafting-to
approach. The multi-arm design of the polymer enables further linkage to
the silver nanoparticles yielding a planet–satellite-like nanostructure. The
strengths of this approach include the fine-tuning of interparticle distances
on the nanometer scale by tailoring the size of the star polymer linker. The
gold-planet–silver-satellite nanostructure possesses significant plasmonic
coupling phenomena making it potentially a very powerful tool for surfaceenhanced Raman application.
This thesis focuses further on the creation of binary planet–satellite
nanoparticles with more distinct nanoparticles. This binary nanostructure
is designed for the application of nanopatterning on a substrate. The final
goal is to implement the highly ordered arrangement of both nanoparticles
as a binary template for the cell-response experiment. Under the
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consideration of the chemical feasibility and the following biological
accessibility, silica is chosen as the nano-planet while gold as the satellites.
This thesis established a general and straightforward method to fabricate
silica-planet–gold-satellite nanostructure with full control of the structural
details, i.e., the number of satellites, interparticle distance, and the size of
the satellite nanoparticles. In this approach, surface-initiated RAFT
polymerization is implemented to obtain a well-defined polymer brush on
the silica surface featuring trithiocarbonate moieties at the polymer chain
termini which allows further attachment of noble metal nanoparticles. AuNP
is chosen as the satellite nanocomponent due to its well-established
protocols for the cell-response experiments in the previous studies.
Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) shows that the silica-planet–goldsatellite nanostructure can self-assemble into a highly ordered hexagonal
pattern on carbon film by simply drop-casting. The interparticle-distance
between planet and satellite nanoparticles can be precisely controlled
between 10 to 50 nm range which meets the design of the cell-response
experiment. Based on these results, the polymer-based planet–satellite
nano-assemblies have a very high potential to be applied as a unique and
powerful template for creating a 2D binary bifunctional nanopattern. To
unfold this feature, a method for producing a homogenous monolayer of the
planet–satellite nanostructure on the CaF2 surface is established by using
dip-coating technique. The polymer component is successfully removed by
plasma treatment exposing the nanoparticles for further chemical or
biological modification.
According to the cell experiments, CaF2 is found to be an unsuitable
substrate for the desired task due to the insufficient passivation
(PEGylation) toward the labeling peptide. A method of transferring both
gold and SiO2 nanoparticles onto hydrogel is established by introducing
specific linker molecules on gold and SiO2 nanoparticles and successive
photopolymerization with PEG-diacrylate.
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Furthermore, the RAFT-polymer functionalized nanoassemblies can
quickly expend their utility by taking advantage of its inherent flexibility in
the design of the polymer structure and nano component. Two distinct
strategies are applied to build new features into the nanoassemblies. The
first strategy uses RAFT/thiol terminated polyethylene to create an efficient
synthesis route for the self-assembly of gold/silver-core–PE-shell
nanohybrids. This nanohybrids successfully inherit the unique solution
behavior of PE. The second approach utilizes the microemulsion technique
to achieve a one-to-one silica coating of ~7 nm magnetite nanoparticles and
introduces the favored superparamagnetism to the nanosystem. Owing to
the silica coating and polymer shells, the magnetic interaction between each
magnetite nanoparticle is effectively inhibited, which is highly favored in the
realm of magnetic hyperthermia applications.
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Tailoring Multifunctional Core–Satellite Nanostructures: State
of the Art

Preface
The development on the synthesis and the applications of the planet–
satellite (or core–satellite) nanostructures have attracted enormous
research interest in material science. Simultaneously integrating two
distinct nano-units into one well-defined single nanostructure gives diverse
hybrid characteristics for novel and unique applications in different fields.
To accomplish a precise assembly of the planet–satellite nanostructure,
various synthetic approaches based on the molecular linker, polymer linker,
and DNA conjugation have made significant progress recently.
Among the various nanocomposites, gold and silver nanoparticles have
a substantial impact in diverse fields including electronic,[1] optical,[2,3]
sensing,[4] catalysis,[5] energy conversion,[6] photochemistry,[7] nanopatterning,[8] bio-imaging,[9] drug delivery,[10] and medicines.[11] For most
applications, surface modification is crucial for enhanced colloidal stability
and facile functions. To this end, the modification of NPs with functional
polymer is an efficient and powerful approach to introduce further favored
properties (i.e., stimuli-responsiveness[12]) while enforcing the general
stability of the nanostructure.
In general, carrying anchor groups with strong interaction towards the
nanoparticles’ surface is the major requirement for creating an effective
linker to self-assembly the nanoparticles. For noble metal nanoparticles,
sulfur-containing groups, i.e., thiol,[13] disulfides,[14] RAFT group[15,16] have
strong interaction with the gold surface. The small molecular linker carrying
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multiple anchoring groups is the simplest tool to connect nanoparticles. The
molecular linker often provides easy protocol while possessing limited
function and spacing between naoncomponents. These anchoring groups
can also be introduced to macromolecules as end-groups by localizing
sulfur-containing moieties at the termini of the linker chain (e.g., inherently
trithiocarbonate terminated RAFT polymer,[17] (bi)thiol-modified DNA[18] or
polymer[19]). This termini design made polymer and DNA a flexible and
accurate linker for the targeted fabrication of high precise nanostructures
due to their tunable size (nm regime) and predeterminable detailed
structuring design. It is worth mentioning that compared to the DNA
conjugation-based approach, the polymeric linker is much more costeffective and easier to produce.

Approach with the molecular linker
Using short molecular linkers as building blocks can be easily considered
as the most efficient and straightforward approach for fabricating core–
satellite nanostructure with a simple arrangement. The general
disadvantage of the molecular linker is the lack of distance between core and
satellite components, which limits its potential for many applications
compared with the macromolecular linker. However, the sub-nanometer
interparticle distance could be favored in several applications, especially in
the surface-enhanced Raman scattering probes, which requires strong
surface plasmatic coupling between noble metal nanoparticles.[20]
The strategies for creating of core–satellite nanostructure using small
molecules is versatile: electrostatic interactions,[20-22] metal-ion-mediated
complexation[23,24] and “click chemistry”[25] could induce attachment of
satellite nanoparticles onto the surface of core particles. In a typical protocol,
a bi-functionalized molecular linker is used for surface modification of the
nano-core, while exposing the other chain-end as the anchor termini for the
linkage of satellite nanoparticles. The linkage between core and satellite
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nanoparticles should be chemically strong to hold the nanoparticles
together. Figure 1.1[20] demonstrated the self-assembly of a 65 nm AuNP
core with 35 nm AuNPs satellites based on electrostatic interaction between
core and satellite nanoparticles. In this approach, the surface charge state
on AuNPs was monitored by the termini of thiol-anchored molecules on core
and satellite nanoparticles, respectively. The positive charges on the core
AuNPs were created by amine moiety from p-aminothiophenol. To avoid the
anchoring of amine side onto AuNPs,[26] here, acidic pH value was required
to prevent self-conjugations of the cores. The pH value of satellite
nanoparticles was independently adjusted to 2.0 to lower the zeta-potential
of the AuNPs, which made the satellites prone to aggregation. In this state,
the satellite nanoparticles can interact with the cores upon mixing and selfassemble to the core–satellite nanostructure. The non-covalent linkage
method requires a sensitive environment on the ionic strength, pH value and
impurities of the system and the solvent for nanostructure is limited in pure
water. The monitoring of zeta-potential is crucial to establish the successful
assembly of the nanostructure.

Figure 1.1: The left schema shows the fabrication strategy of gold-core–gold-satellite
nanostructure based on electrostatic interaction. The right TE micrograph shows the
actual structure of core–satellite nanostructure. Adapted with permission from ref. [20].
Copyright 2012 American Chemical Society.

Assembling core and satellite nanoparticles, especially for noble
nanoparticles, using thiol is a very straightforward and flexible method. The
strong RS-Au bonds[13] provides rapid and robust binding with a binding
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strength of approximately 170 kJ ∙ mol−1[27] and total net stabilization
energy of roughly −20 kJ ∙ mol−1 considering the break of S-H bond and
formation of H-H bond.[28] Figure 1.2 demonstrated a method to synthesis
asymmetric

gold-core–gold-satellite

nanostructures

using

1,10-

decanedithiol as a linker. The core AuNPs were first adsorbed onto an
amine-functionalized glass surface using the amine-Au interaction [26]. The
surface of core AuNPs was subsequently modified with 1,10-decanedithiol
before the addition of satellite AuNPs. After the self-assembly, the planet–
satellite nanostructure can be collected from the substrate with the aid of
sonication while the excess of satellite AuNPs remaining attached to the
substrate under legitimate sonication condition. In this approach, the
distance between the planet and satellite was limited up to 3 nm.

Figure 1.2: (Left) the assembly of asymmetric core–satellite nanostructure using bifunctionalized thiol as the linker. (Right) The core–satellite nanostructure possesses
strong surface plasma coupling, which can be visualized by a strong redshift of UV-Vis
absorption peak. Adapted with permission from ref.

[29].

Copyright 2012 American

Chemical Society.

To overcome the spatial limitation of molecular linker, i.e., to increase
the distance between core and satellite NPs, a nano-thin silica layer can be
introduced as a spacer to control the inter-particle distance and monitor the
properties of the nanostructure (Figure 1.3).[30,31]These approaches turn the
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task of connecting metal-metal nanoparticles into the self-assembly of noble
metal nanoparticles onto silica, which can be accomplished by modifying the
surface with anchoring moiety (thiol or amine) via silane chemistry.[32]

Figure 1.3: Assembly of Au@Ag@SiO2 core with gold satellite. In the last step, (3aminopropyl) trimethoxysilane was introduced on the surface of silica for the further
attachment of satellite AuNPs. 4-mercaptobenzoic acid (MBA) served as a Raman tag
here. Adapted with permission from ref.

[30].

Copyright 2019 American Chemical

Society.

Approaches using DNA linker
To achieve a precise planet–satellite structure, synthetic strategies
based on DNA conjugation leading to the self-assembly of nanomaterials has
made significant progress recently and find many intriguing applications,
especially for biological and clinical applications.
In this type of approach, the self-assembly of nano superstructure is
initiated by mixing DNA-strands functionalized core nanoparticles with
satellite nanoparticles, which is decorated with a complementary sequence.
The DNA conjugation provides an effective driving force for the colloidal
self-assembly process.
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In the early work, the gold planet–satellite assemblies were fabricated by
using the thiol-terminated DNA oligonucleotide sequence (Figure 1.4)[33].
Briefly, the planet and satellite nanoparticles were functionalized with the
corresponding DNA sequence ex situ in separated colloids and mixed
forming the self-assembled nanostructure. In order to enhance the colloidal
stability and lower the non-specific interactions with biomolecules and
cells,[34] thiol-terminated PEG was subsequently added to the mixture
covering the outer side of the superstructure. Precise control over the
number of satellites can be achieved by dosing the functionalized satellite
nanoparticles. Furthermore, by building multiple specific binding sequences
on the DNA linker, multi-layered nanostructures can also be obtained. It is
worth mentioning that for the multi-layered nanostructure, the chain length
of PEG-SH had a significant impact on the interparticle distance between
satellite nanoparticles after drop-casting on the carbon film. The planet–
satellite nanostructure showed advantages in mediating the biological
delivery and elimination of nanoparticles, i.e., improving the accumulation
into tumors and facilitate the elimination from the body.
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Figure 1.4: Fabrication strategy for the gold planet–satellite nanostructure using DNAconjugation. The number of satellite nanoparticle can be monitored by the dosing of
satellite AuNPs. The multi-layered structure is obtained by building multiple binding
sequences on DNA. Scale bars, 50 nm. Adapted with permission from ref. [33]. Copyright
2014 Springer Nature.

DNA origami provided very intriguing strategies to assembling
hierarchical nanostructures from various nanoparticles (Figure 1.5),[35] e.g.,
metal nanoparticles, quantum dots, organic dyes. The high stiffness of the
DNA origami structure enabled defined interparticle distance up to 200 nm.
However, this approach is that the synthesis is limited by the very high
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synthetic cost and poor yield of DNA origami units which restrained the
application of this type of nanostructures.

Figure 1.5: Planet–satellite distance control by varying the size of the DNA origami
linker. Scale bar: 80 nm. Adapted with permission from ref.

[35].

Copyright 2014

Springer Nature.

Synthetic approaches based on DNA conjugation leading to the selfassembly of nanomaterials have made significant progress recently and find
many exciting applications, especially for biological and clinical applications:
Xu et al. has fabricated a core–satellite nano-assembly of gold and quantum
dots for ultrasensitive micro RNA detection in vitro and in vivo.[36] In that
work, the fluorescence of quantum dots (AgS2, as satellites) is quenched by
plasmonic gold nanoparticle (planet) at a closed nanometer range after
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linking with specific DNA sequences. The linker DNA sequence can capture
targeted micro RNA and release free quantum dots emitting detectable
fluorescence. Xu’s group has also reported a photoactive planet–satellite
structure with a platinum-coated Au nanorod as a planet and fluorescent
Ag2S as satellites,[37] providing a sensitive detection of micro RNA and tumor
diagnosis and therapy using similar targeting strategy. In that work, the Pt
coating on Au nanorods induced a red-shift of plasmonic resonance to the
NIR region offered advantages in terms of NIR photothermal therapy while
Ag2S as a powerful NIR fluorescence emitter.
Using a similar approach, Xu’s group further fabricated nano-assemblies
with gold nanorods dimer as a planet and upconverting nanoparticles
(UCNPs) as satellites for enhanced phototherapy of tumor in vivo: the gold
nanorod dimer serves as a powerful photothermal core, and the UCNPs are
used for photodynamic treatment (Figure 1.6).[38] Due to the well-defined
core–satellite

nanostructure,

the

favorable

functions

of

both

nanocomponents were integrated into a single nano-platform, which is
capable of enhancing the tumor therapeutic efficiency under safer power
dosing by using both phototherapy approaches simultaneously. It is worth
mentioning that, these authors also demonstrated that the encapsulation of
amphiphilic

polymer

around

the

nanohybrid

can

enhance

the

biocompatibility and prevents the luminance quenching of the UCNPs for
the plasmonic metal. In these works,[37,38] the core–satellite nanostructure
often provides access to multi-modal imaging (e.g., NIR fluorescence, CT,
photoacoustic imaging) alongside their medical functions owing to the
presence of AuNPs or fluorescence emitter.
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Figure 1.6: Upper: TEMicrograph of self-assembled Gold nanorods-NaGdF4
nanostructure. a) Dimer of Au nanorods assembled by DNA. b) Dimer-Au-nanorodscore–NaGdF4-satellite

nano-assemblies.

c)

Au-nanorods-core–NaGdF4-satellite

nanoassemblies, scale bars 50 nm. Below: Schematic illustration of DNA-based Gold
nanorods and upconversion nanoparticle assemblies for multimodal imaging-guided
combination phototherapy. Adapted with permission from ref.

[38].

Copyright 2016

Wiley-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA.

Cha et al. have also fabricated a DNA-assembled core–satellite
upconverting-metal organic framework nanohybrid for photodynamic
therapy in NIR wavelength. In that work, MOF generates singlet oxygen
upon radiation of visible light, which is generated by upconverting
nanoparticle upon NIR radiation.
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[39]

The author demonstrated that under

NIR irradiation, the MOF-core–UCNP-satellite structure was able to produce
significantly more singlet oxygen than simply mixing UCNPs and MOF NPs.
In summary, DNA based core–satellite nanostructure has achieved
numerous intriguing medical and biological applications in a prototype form.
However, the commercial (clinic) commitment is limited by the mass
production of the DNA component. Functional polymer with a well-designed
structure can be a very cheap and efficient alternative for DNA in many
applications. It is worth mentioning the inevitability of DNA linker for
application as RNA detector due to its unique structure information. How to
combine the character of both functional polymer (e.g., stimuli-responsive)
and biological moieties (e.g., biological detection function from DNA,
antibody) in a sophisticated and efficient manner should be the next
necessary step for core–satellite nanostructure towards the clinical uses.

Approaches using polymer linker
Functional polymer with well-defined size and sophisticatedly designed
structure opens up the feasibility of constructing a planet–satellite
nanostructure. Choosing polymer as a central linking unit for this task has
multiple advantages such as high colloidal stability owing to the steric
shielding of a polymer shell, the tunable interparticle distance between
planet–satellite, incorporating favorable characters from functional
polymer and last but not least, its low cost. To this end, the flexibility in the
macromolecular structure including topology, end-group functionality and
the choice of monomer, offers very open design for creating hierarchical
nanostructure with desired functions.
The most crucial challenge to design a polymeric nanoparticle linker is
the topological structure of the polymers: the conventional linear design
with one functional end-moiety does not have the competence for linking
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nanoparticles. Follow the line of this thought, self-assembly strategies based
on multi-arms polymer was developed for this task.
The number of free end-group on the polymer functionalized core
nanoparticle surface is crucial for the self-assembly process. One practical
approach to increase the free end-group is the by using hyperbranched
polymer carrying multiple anchoring end-groups (trithiocarbonate and
alkyne, Figure 1.7, upper).[40] Though the hyperbranched polymer possesses
a less precise structure, the nanostructure still presents a well-defined
structural arrangement with a tunable number of satellite nanoparticles.
The molecular weight of the hyperbranched polymer was rather low
(approximately under 10 kg / mol), the interparticle distance was not
observed in this case. However, the strong surface-enhanced Raman (SER)
effect can be easily observed and monitored by several attached gold
nanoparticles. (Figure 1.7, lower right)

Figure 1.7: Upper: Schematic illustration of hyperbranched polymer linker and the
formation of self-assembly of gold nanoparticles into the core–satellite nanostructure.
Lower left: TEMicrograph of core–satellite nanostructure at the satellite to core ratio
of 10. Scale bar: 50 nm. Lower right: SERS intensity increases with the number of the
number of satellites per core NP. Adapted with permission from ref. [40]. Copyright 2014
Royale Society of Chemistry.
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Our group has established a method to prepare gold-planet–goldsatellite nanostructure by using 4-arm star poly(NiPAAM) with aurophilic
trithiocarbonate groups on their chain termini.[41] This approach utilizes
multiple advantages of controlled radical polymerization techniques. The
topology (“4-arm”) of linker polymer is easily determined by using a 4-arm
star RAFT (reversible addition-fragmentation chain transfer) agents. The 4arm RAFT polymer can be effectively attached to ~13 nm citrate-capped
AuNPs using a grafting-to approach in colloid with free (not surface-bound)
arms ready for catching satellite nanoparticles, as evidenced by STEM darkfield image (Figure 1.8)[42] and simulations[43]. Adding an excess of satellite
~5 nm AuNPs (Brust-Schiffrin type) will induce the self-assembly process
creating a well-defined planet–satellite nanostructure while excess satellite
nanoparticles can be removed by centrifugation. Compared with the
hyperbranched polymer, the star polymer has well-defined topology and
size. This character enables full control over the arrangement of the satellite
nanocomponents (Figure 1.9). Statistically, the average distance between
planet AuNPs and satellite AuNPs can be tuned between 3 to 20 nm by
varying the molecular weight of the linker polymer from 12 to 62 kg / mol.
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Figure 1.8: a,b)STEM dark-field image of the gold planet–satellite nanostructures. c-e)
Elemental mapping of the elements carbon (red), sulfur (green), and chlorine (blue).
Adapted with permission from ref. [42]. Copyright 2016 Wiley-VCH Verlag.

Figure 1.9: Left) Synthetic scheme of the planet–satellite nanostructures. Right) TE
micrographs of the planet–satellite nanostructures. Adapted with permission from
ref. [41]. Copyright 2014 Wiley-VCH Verlag.

Sulfur terminated polymer with sophisticated topological designs
showcases the effective and flexible ability for self-assembly of noble-metal
nanoparticles. However, for nanoparticles with a more distinct nature such
as silica, another anchoring technique is inevitably required.
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As one of the most intensively studied and widely used nanomaterial,
silica nanoparticles possess well-known surface chemistry owing to its rich
surface -OH groups in a density of 5 OH / nm2.[44] Using silane anchor moiety,
small molecules can be easily introduced onto the silica surface with high
capping density. It is worth mentioning that introducing larger molecules,
i.e., synthetic or biological macromolecules onto silica directly by using
silane chemistry (“grafting-to”), is less favored than first modifying surface
with the small functional group which can be used for further
functionalization.[45] Based on the convenient silane chemistry, RAFT agents
can be introduced on to the surface using a simple 2-steps protocol.[46] The
details of the methods for introducing RAFT agents and the following
polymerization from the surface of silica nanoparticles will be discussed in
section 2.4.
If the surface-induced polymerization is carried out under a so-called Rapproach (section 2.4.2), the RAFT group will stay at the outer termini
making the polymer capped silica nanoparticle suitable for attaching
satellite nanoparticles. Böcker et al. have reported a method to fabricate
AuNPs decorated silica-poly(NiPAAM) nanostructure (Figure 1.10).[47] The
nanoassemblies showed a 3D structure in TEM rather than a 2D distribution
as Rossner’s work, probably due to the large size of silica as the planet
(~200 nm). Owing to the stimuli-responsive property of poly(NiPAAM), the
core–satellite nanostructure can easily succeed these favored properties
from the polymer component making the hybrid nanostructure capable of
potential sensor applications.[47-49]
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Figure 1.10: a) Synthetic routine to fabricate the core–satellite nanoassemblies. The
polymer capped silica is fabricated by first introducing RAFT agent to silica surface via
2-steps click chemistry and successive surface-induced RAFT polymerization with
NiPAAM. b) Illustration of the thermo-responsive ability of core–satellite
nanostructure due to the usage of poly(NiPAAM). c) TEMicrograph of core–satellite
nanostructure, scale bar is 500 nm. Adapted with permission from ref. [47]. Copyright
2017 Wiley-VCH Verlag.

Conclusions
We have seen in section 1.2 the high efficiency and versatile strategy for
fabricating core–satellite nanostructure with the small molecular linker.
The distance between core and satellite nanocomponents was limited in
very close range causing a strong interaction between nanoparticles. These
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structures were found to be very suitable candidates for applications like
surface-enhanced Raman experiment, in which the close interparticle
distance is favored. It is worth noting that coating the core nanoparticles
with a well-defined silica shell is a useful approach for precisely creating
spacing between core and satellite nano-components. The numerous linking
strategies using molecular linker can also be built into polymeric linker by
introducing the corresponding functional moieties (e.g., as end-group) to
the polymer structure.
The development of the DNA based planet–satellite nanoassemblies has
been resulting in a new explosion of interest in medical research. However,
the actual clinical application of these nanoassemblies is hampered by the
infeasibility in the large-scaled production. The intrinsic properties from
DNA give many intriguing applications for the nanoassemblies (e.g., RNA
detection). The well-defined structure of the DNA linker enables the
encoding of interparticle distance which can be used to tune the interaction
between core and satellite nanoparticles.
Insofar, functional polymeric linker synthesized by controlled
polymerization

provides

several

advantages

from

its

precise

macromolecular architecture. The interparticle distance can be easily
monitored by tailoring the chain length of linker polymer. The spacing is an
important parameter to tune the interaction between core and satellite
nanoparticles and thus to optimize the performance of nanostructures
specifically in the realm of surface plasmon enhanced coupled and
controlled fluorescence since the metallic surface-induced fluorophore
quenching occurs at a short distance (< 5 nm).[50] It is reported that the most
efficient range for AuNP induced fluorescence enhancement is 30~35 nm,
i.e., a spacer with well-defined thickness between AuNPs and fluorophore
plays the key role to optimize the fluorescent ability.[51] Fluorescence has
become the dominant detection/sensing technology in medical diagnostics
and biotechnology. Building a planet–satellite nanostructure could be
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envisioned as one of the most efficient strategies for colloidal applications
on this topic. Furthermore, the well-studied functional polymers can easily
introduce the further unique abilities to the nanostructure e.g.,
temperature-response,[52,53] pH-response,[54,55] and sensing[56,57].
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Designing Binary Nanostructure: Methods and Building Blocks

Preface
The hierarchical self-assembly of distinct nanoparticles into ordered
nanostructure requires a legitimate choice of building material. In this
regard, a straightforward and efficient chemistry approach is highly favored
to initiate the self-assembly process. The surface modification on the
nanoparticles requires first a sufficient surface activity on the nanoparticle:
strongly bond surfactant on nanoparticles often jeopardize the ligand
exchange process especially for macromolecules. This chapter provides a
detailed insight into the design of the fabrication strategy for the optimal
production of binary nanostructures used in this thesis. The detailed
properties of each type of nanocomponents will be reviewed specifically.
Focus will be laid on the surface activity and surface chemistry of each
nanoparticles which plays a vital role for the success of the self-assembly
process.
In this thesis, two types of AuNPs (produced with the citrate reduction
and two-phase Brust-Schiffrin method), oleylamine capped AgNPs, and
silica nanoparticles are used for the fabrication of gold-planet–silversatellite and silica-planet–gold-satellite nanoparticles. All the nanoparticles
possess very different surface activity and dispersibility in a different
solvent. These properties will be discussed in section 2.2 and 2.3.
Section 2.4 will review the method to create dense polymer brush
capped AuNPs and SiO2-NPs which are served as planet nanocomponents
for two different projects in this thesis. Due to their distinct chemical nature,
they are functionalized with dense polymer shells via different strategies.
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For Au planet, star RAFT polymer shell will be introduced to the surface of
citrate-capped AuNPs by a grafting-to approach; for SiO2 planet, surfaceinitiated RAFT polymerization will be applied.

Noble metal nanoparticles
All the noble nanoparticles colloids used in this thesis were freshly
prepared. The detailed experimental procedure can be found in Chapter 7.

2.2.1

Gold nanoparticles

~13 nm citrate-capped AuNPs will be used as the planet nanoparticles
for gold-planet–silver-satellite nanostructures and as the satellite
nanoparticles for silica-planet–gold-satellite nanostructures. The formation
of AuNPs is proceeded by the reduction of Au3+ from HAuCl4 with citrate in
refluxing water.[58] The ~13 nm size (Figure 2.1) of AuNPs is ideal for the
investigation of plasmonic phenomena: the narrow absorption SPR (surface
plasmonic resonance) band at ~520 nm gives the red color of the AuNPs sol.
This type of AuNPs is electrostatically stabilized [59] by citrate anion and has
long-term colloidal stability (over the years).
Due to the weak interaction and low capping density of citrate ions on
the surface, the citrate-capped AuNPs is highly active towards aurophilic
ligand, providing easy access for ligand exchange e.g., with sulfur-containing
molecules like polymer,[17] DNA[60] and peptide.[61] The high surface activity
makes this type of AuNPs susceptible to impurity (e.g., heavy metal ions,
change of pH value) which influents the ion equilibrium. The concentration
of as-synthesized AuNPs is approximately 0.1 mg/ml and cannot be
variated much due to the concentration-controlled kinetics of particle
growth. Typically, this reaction is carried out in a 100 ml batch.[17] In this
work, the synthesis can be up-scaled to 500 ml without influence on the size
distribution.
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Since the citrate-capped AuNPs are stabilized by electrostatic interaction,
the direct exchange of solvent into another solvent without any surface
modification of AuNPs could be awkward. Adding organic solvent (e.g.,
acetone, THF) into aqueous colloid often causes instant aggregation of
AuNPs. However, the citrate-capped AuNPs can be highly diluted with p. a.
grade ethanol (99.8%) without any aggregation.
The second type of AuNPs (so-called Brust-Schiffrin type[62]) used in this
work is the tetrabutylammonium bromide (TOAB) capped ~4 nm AuNPs,
which are synthesized from a two-phase reduction of the gold salt precursor
with NaBH4. The as-synthesized AuNPs are dispersed in toluene with weakly
bonded TOAB on the surface. The TOAB ligand can also be easily replaced
by aurophilic ligand like RAFT polymer. The ~4 nm AuNPs possess a much
weaker SPR band than the ~13 nm AuNPs. It is worth noting that due to the
small size of ~4 nm AuNPs, they cannot be gathered using centrifugation.

Figure 2.1: Exemplary TEM images of ~13 nm AuNPs (left) and ~4 nm AuNPs (right).
The scale bars are 100 nm and 50 nm, respectively. The size distribution of these NPs
is charted in section 7.3.

2.2.2

Silver nanoparticles

Silver nanoparticles are notorious for their susceptibility to oxidation;
thus, they must be prepared under the inert gas atmosphere and used
instantly to avoid oxidation. Considering the dispersibility and overall yield,
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~9 nm oleylamine (OA) capped AgNPs are chosen as satellite nanoelement
for gold-planet−silver-satellite nanoassemblies. The strong SPR band at
~400 nm gives AgNPs an intense yellow color. The AgNPs are formed by a
reduction of AgNO3 with oleylamine in refluxing toluene (Figure 2.2). The
oleylamine serves as precursor ligand for dissolving AgNO3 in toluene,
reduction agent and capping ligand for AgNPs. The large excess of
oleylamine must be removed for further functionalization. However, if the
removal of oleylamine is overdone, an insufficient capping density of OA on
AgNPs quickly causes aggregation. Tuning the capping density of OA on
AgNPs for the suitable surface activity while possessing sufficient colloidal
stability is the key for the successful ligand exchange with polymer and
fabrication of the planet–satellite nanostructure. The semi-quantitative
monitoring of OA capping density on AgNPs is achieved in this thesis by
using segmentation/centrifugation cycles under special conditions. The
insight of surface activity of OA capped AgNPs in correlation with OA content
will be discussed in detail in section 4.2.

Figure 2.2: Exemplary TEM images of OA capped ~9 nm AgNPs. The scale bar is 100 nm.
The size distribution of these NPs is charted in section 7.3.
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Synthesis and functionalization of silica nanoparticles
Silica nanoparticle (SiO2-NP) is chosen as the planet nano-unit for silicaplanet–gold-satellite nanostructure. This section focuses on the synthesis
and general chemical modification on silica nanoparticles surface. The
detailed experimental procedure can be found in Chapter 7.
The silica nanoparticles are typically obtained by hydrolysis of tetraethyl
orthosilicate (TEOS) in an aprotic solvent (e.g., ethanol, methanol) with
ammonia as a catalyst. Conventional one-phase Stöber method[63] by mixing
ammonia and TEOS in alcoholic solution yields silica NPs with very limited
roundness due to poor-defined nucleation and growth kinetics. In order to
create silica nanoparticles with the highest roundness and a diameter of less
than 50 nm, the microemulsion technique[64-66] is used here. The kinetic of
SiO2-NP formation is controlled by creating nano-scaled (~20 nm) water-inoil reverse micellar micro-reactors by using IGEPAL CO-520 surfactant in
water/cyclohexane system. The hydrolysis reaction will proceed inside each
micelle providing a well-defined and straightforward growing process of
single SiO2-NP (Figure 2.3).
It is worth noting that using IGEPAL CO-520 based microemulsion
technique with additional hydrophilic nanoparticles (e.g., OA capped
quantum dot,[67] OA / oleic acid capped Fe3O4[64]) as seed for silica growth, a
one-to-one coating of targeted nanoparticles can be archived. This flexible
ability to introduce further nanoparticles in the planet nano-unit brings
further favored functions like fluorescence and magnetic properties.
The surface of SiO2-NPs carries about 5.0 Si-OH groups / nm2,[68] which
are ready for surface modification with alkoxysilanes for varies functions. In
fact, the surface silane chemistry plays a central role for several different
tasks in this thesis: first, effective anchoring of RAFT agent to the surface of
silica is the keystone for introducing dense polymer shell onto silica surface
in a well-defined fashion (section 2.4.2). In section 5.4, patterned AuNPs and
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SiO2-NPs are transferred from CaF2 onto the PEG matrix. The immobilization
of transfer agent[69] on SiO2-NPs is again provided by silane chemistry. The
reaction condition of SiO2-NPs with alkoxyl silane is generally very flexible:
the experiment condition can be varied according to the dispersibility of
SiO2-NPs and solubility of alkoxyl silane to achieve the optimal performance
of the reaction. The detailed experimental procedure of each silane reaction
can be found in Chapter 7.

Figure 2.3: Exemplary TEM images of ~40 nm SiO2-NPs synthesized via w/o
microemulsion method. The scale bar is 100 nm. The size distribution of these NPs is
charted in section 7.3.

The approaches of anchoring polymer onto
nanoparticles’ surface
In this section, the strategies to immobilize dense RAFT polymer onto
AuNPs and silica NPs for the creation of the planet-nanocomponents are
demonstrated in section 2.4.1 and 2.4.2, respectively. For AuNPs, the
grafting-to approach with 4-arm star RAFT polymer will be employed, and
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for SiO2-NPs, surface-initiated RAFT polymerization (grafting-from
approach) will be implemented.

2.4.1

Star polymer capped AuNPs: grafting-to approach

Using a colloidal self-assembly method, dense brush of RAFT polymer
can be formed onto the surface of AuNPs (Figure 2.4).[17,41] First, the star
RAFT polymer is synthesized ex situ using radical polymerization with
trithiocarbonated[70] terminated star RAFT agents.[71] Here, the 4 arm star
RAFT agent serves as molecular weight and shape regulator. Owing to the
controlled growth kinetics[72] of each polymer chain (arm), the star polymer
can maintain a narrow molecular weight distribution. The star RAFT
polymer is designed to offer a controlled polymerization via R-group[73]
approach making the RAFT end-group at the chain-end of the polymer. Poly-

N-isopropylacrylamide (poly(NiPAAM)) is chosen here for its general good
solubility in a polar solvent (e.g., ethanol, chloroform, water).

Figure 2.4: Synthetic scheme of star polymer capped AuNPs.

The as-synthesized RAFT poly(NiPAAM) has a strong affinity towards
the gold surface. The self-assembly of RAFT polymer onto AuNP’s surface
can be achieved by merely mixing AuNPs colloid with RAFT polymer
solution at room temperature. The excess of the polymer can be easily
removed by centrifugation process. This method is very reproducible for
both linear[17] and star polymer.[41,74] The star RAFT poly(NiPAAM)
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functionalized AuNPs possesses high capping density of polymer[42] (0.2 to
0.4 chains per nm2, depends on the molecular weight of polymer). Once the
nanostructure is casted on a carbon film by using e.g., drop-casting method,
the dense polymer brush on the AuNPs enables a precise 2D hexagonal
nanopatterning of the AuNPs with tunable distance from 5 to 40 nm by
monitoring the chain length of polymer (Figure 2.5).

Figure 2.5: Hexagonal pattern of linear poly(NiPAAM) capped ~13 nm AuNPs. The
interparticle distance can be tuned by the chain length of the polymer brush. Adapted
with permission from ref. [17]. Copyright 2013 American Chemical Society.

2.4.2

Surface-induced RAFT polymerization from silica:
grafting-from approach

There are two general approaches to synthesize polymer-tethered silica
nanoparticles: “grafting-to” and “grafting-from”.[75] In the “grafting-to”
approach, the functionalized polymer with the anchoring group is
synthesized ex situ and reacts with silica NPs in excess in a separate step. As
the grafting reaction processes, the grafted polymer blocks the diffusive
approach of the free polymer chain, typically resulting in low surface
grafting density.
For the fabrication of high-density polymer brush capped silica NPs, the
“grafting-from” approach often gives a better result by polymerization from
surface-modified silica NPs. In this thesis, silica nanoparticles are first
functionalized with the RAFT group[76] by using a two-step reaction (Figure
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2.6). The controlled surface-initiated polymerization is then carried out on
the RAFT functionalized silica NPs: the monomers are added to the growing
polymer brush under a controlled RAFT kinetic. This approach easily
overcomes the limitation of grafting density in the “grafting-to” approach
while keeping the grafted polymer chain with narrow molecular weight
distribution. In practice, additional free RAFT agent is added to the
polymerization’s colloid which helps to dose the monomer-to-RAFT ratio
and offers a secure prediction of the chain length.

Figure 2.6: Synthetic scheme of poly(NiPAAM) capped silica NPs. In the first step, the
silica is modified with APTES with the NH2 end group which further anchors with the
mercaptothiazoline tailored RAFT agent (“activated RAFT”). The RAFT functionalized
silica NPs polymerized with NiPAAM resulting in high-density poly(NiPAAM) brush
grafted SiO2-NPs.

In order to create a well-defined planet–satellite nanostructure for
binary nanoparticle patterning, the silica core must be wholly separated and
individually polymerized. This requires a perfect dispersion of silica
nanoparticles in the reaction’s medium in each reaction’s step. On this point,
this thesis provides a series of optimized reaction’s conditions for
polymerization of NiPAAM and MMA (section 5.2.2).

Conclusion
Section 2.2 reviewed the synthesis and properties of ~13 nm citratecapped AuNPs, ~4 nm TOAB-capped AuNPs, and ~9 nm oleylamine capped
AgNPs. The surface activity and solvent environment for each type of
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nanoparticles should be considered for any functionalization or selfassembly process. Section 2.4.1 demonstrated a straightforward grafting-to
approach to anchor high-density RAFT functional polymer onto the surface
of AuNPs by its inherent trithiocarbonate end-group. The high grafting
density of the polymer shell provides a precise 2D nanopatterning of AuNPs
on the substrate with further control of interparticle distance in the range of
5 to 40 nm by tuning the chain length of grafted RAFT polymer. The idea of
programming the graph of patterned nanoparticles by monitoring the size
of the grafted polymer is the central strategy for this thesis.
Section 2.3 reviewed the synthesis of spherical silica nanoparticles using
w/o reverse microemulsion technique and its general surface chemical
modification using silane chemistry. The method yields silica nanoparticles
with narrow size distribution with selectable diameter from ~ 30 to 70 nm
and very high roundness. In order to build SiO2-NPs into well-defined
planet–satellite nanostructure with tunable particle distance, high-density
polymer brush must be introduced to the silica surface in a coordinated
fashion with completely separated SiO2-NPs. To do this, silica nanoparticles
was first decorated by RAFT agent using a two-step silica chemistry. Then
the successive surface-induced radical polymerization (grafting-from) were
proceed. The resulted dense polymer chain capped silica nanoparticle
possesses RAFT moieties on its periphery which will be used for creating
planet–satellite nanohybrid.
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Nanopatterning Mediated Cell-Responses

Preface
The highly precise planet–satellite nanostructure with its programmable
binary nanopattern opens up intriguing applications as a template for
creating biomolecular patterning for biological research, especially in
dermatology.
Cell membrane receptors are located on the surface of each cell; these
biomolecules have the ability to sense and transmit chemical and physical
signals and induce the corresponding cell response. Triggering the receptors
using an artificial substrate with known nanopatterned bioactive molecules
such as adhesion peptides growth factors is crucial in understanding the
general and specific cell-material interactions, which can elucidate the
mechanisms of cell behavior such as adhesion, migration, activation.[8,77-79]
For example, focal adhesion was intensively studied by using precisely
arranged 2D gold nanoparticle patterns on the surface with biological
moieties anchored on the particles. In these works, the template used to
create nanopatterned bioactive molecules is a self-assembled monolayer of
hexagonal patterned AuNPs by block copolymer micelle lithography
(section 3.2.1). The spacing between AuNPs has been shown to have a
dramatic impact on the cell-response. This precise interparticle distance
dependent response is highly interesting and can be useful for optimizing
therapeutic conditions for skin cancer.
However, the development of this approach has met its bottleneck. Due
to the complexity of the biological environment, a binary biological
patterning model with tunable spacing must be established to mimic the
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natural environment, thus gain insight into the cross-talking and synergy
effect of distinct biological moieties in a detailed range-depended fashion.
However, the fabrication of a precisely ordered binary nanopatterned
surface remains a challenge besides the high demand due to the various
binary biological structural nature. As an example, integrin is a heterodimer
(meaning it consists of two subunits) and the confirmation and distance of
both subunits, which plays a vital role in focal adhesion. Artificially
fabricating analogs binary structure with a predetermined and tunable
pattern could easily open up a novel experimental design for the next
generation research in this field.
This chapter will focus on the state-of-the-art of nanopatterning of noble
metal nanoparticles and the review of nanopatterned nanostructure for cell
response experiments, including a detailed discussion of the advantages
which the silica-planet–gold-satellite nanostructure can offer.

Nanopatterning: a brief state-of-the-art review
Creating a patterned structure with distinct properties in the nanoscale
(< 100 nm) is one of the central missions for nanotechnology and heavily
applied in various fields, e.g., fabrication of computer chips, energy
harvesting, photonics.[80] Breakthroughs in this field often lead to significant
advancement of nanotechnology. The widest technique for nanopatterned
manufacturing structure is nanolithography including optical,[80] electronbeam,[81,82] scanning probe,[83-86] nanoimprint[87,88] and nanoparticlebased[89-91] techniques. The resolution of state of the art electron-beam(~5
nm[92]) or scanning probe techniques (sub-50 nm[93]) is very high and they
also have access for manufacture nanopatterning for bioactive molecules.[9496]

However, patterning a surface using a beam-based or scanning probe

techniques often suffers from limited throughput to create a centimetersized sample (for typical cell-response experiment with sufficient statistical
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analysis[97]) in high resolution.[84,96] The high time consumption and
hardware cost also limit the accessibility of the high-end beam based
nanolithography.
In this thesis, the nanopatterning is manufactured using a dip-coating
technique to form a monolayer of polymer capped nanostructure on the
substrate. Previous work[8,78,90,98] has demonstrated that under optimized
dip-coating conditions, AuNPs loaded diblock copolymer micelles can selfassembled into a homogenous monolayer forming a precise hexagonal
pattern of AuNPs with tunable distance in sub-100 nm-scale. Section 3.2.1
will review the technique, advantages, and disadvantages of the block
copolymer micelle nanolithography in detail.
Beside nanoparticle loaded block copolymer micelle, the RAFT polymer
capped nanoparticles also show a highly ordered hexagonal self-assembled
pattern once drop-casted onto a carbon-film (substrate for TEM).[17,99]
Owing to the narrow size distribution of the capping polymer, the flexible
nanostructures offer full control over size and interparticle distance of the
hexagonal nanopattern. However, the drop-casting method only offers a
nanopattern in a random ~100 nm range, which limits the application of this
approach.
This thesis introduces the dip-coating technique to fabricate monolayer
of hexagonal patterned nanostructures, including simple linear capped
AuNPs, silica NPs and the binary silica-planet–gold-satellite nanostructures.
This allows a precise preprogramming of nanopattern presentation through
the molecular design of the polymer component. The detailed study on the
formation of monolayer will be discussed in section 5.4.
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3.2.1

Block copolymer micelle nanolithography for cell
response experiments

The basis of block copolymer micelle nanolithography is the selfassembly of block copolymer micelle carrying metal nanoparticles (e.g.,
AuNPs) into a uniform mono micellar layer on a solid substrate.[98,100] The
molecular weight of the block copolymer has a direct impact on the
interparticle distance between the AuNPs. The patterning length of the block
copolymer micelle nanolithography can be controlled between 30 and 200
nm by tuning the size of the block copolymer and the speed of dip-coating.
The general limit of the patterning scale is the critical size of the stable
polymer micelle. Due to this issue, the block copolymer micelle approach has
difficulties reaching sub 30 nm resolution.
In these approaches, the AuNPs are obtained by reduction of precursor
(HAuCl4) that is loaded into the block copolymer inverse w/o micelle with
N2H4.[100] The amount of HAuCl4 loaded in the micelle offers control over the
size of the yielded AuNPs. Since the application of these nanopatterns is
mainly focused on the bioactive molecules bonded to the surface of AuNPs,
the size of AuNPs was intentionally chosen to be in the typically 5~10 nm
range.[69,77,101]
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Figure 3.1: SEM micrograph of Si-wafers structured with AuNPs created by block
copolymer lithography. The interparticle distance was varied from 28 nm to 85 nm by
tuning the chain length of the block copolymer. Adapted with permission from ref. [98].
Copyright 2013 IOP Publishing.

The formation of a uniform monomicellar film on an inorganic substrate
(e.g., glass, silicon wafer) is the critical step of utilizing colloid nanostructure
for 2D nanopatterning. Standard methods, i.e., spin-coating and dip-coating,
can be both applied here.[98] The uniform size distribution of block
copolymer (from ionic polymerization) enables precise control over
interparticle distance in the nanopattern (Figure 3.1). To enable the
biological labeling of AuNPs, the micelle should be completely removed in
order to expose the pure AuNPs to the environment without any residual
contaminations. Using plasma (hydrogen, oxygen, argon) treatment under
suitable conditions to remove a thin layer of polymer from the substrate
thoroughly has been reported to be a very efficient and reliable method [102]
and has been widely applied for creating nanoparticle patterned surface for
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cell response experiments. After plasma treatment, the surface of AuNPs is
then successively anchored with thiolated biofunctional molecules such as
peptides (e.g., RGD- and HAV-sequence), proteins or antibodies. These
biological labels have a general strong affinity towards inorganic substrates
like glass or silicon wafer. The cells also have the general intention to attach
to the surface of the substrate. Those adverse effects must be strictly
suppressed by sufficient surface passivation (PEGylation) and suitable
experimental condition for biological labeling (e.g., concentration, pH,
incubation time, temperature).
The nanopatterned substrate has been served as a powerful
experimental platform for cell response experiments.[78,79,97] As an example,
Figure 3.2 demonstrates the cell adhesion towards the RGD peptide
patterned glass surface.[97] In this work, osteoblast cells were incubated with
a substrate hexagonally nanopatterned with RGD peptide (on AuNPs) with
different spacing from 28 to 85 nm. The cells have shown strong adhesion
on the surface patterned with RGD with spacing below 58 nm and no
adhesion behavior on those with a distance larger than 73 nm. The drastic
transition of the cell’s behavior from < 58 nm to > 73 nm patterned
surface suggests that 58–73 nm is a universal length scale for integrin
clustering and activation.
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Figure 3.2: The spacing between hexagonal arrays of gold nanoparticles functionalized
with RGD affects cell spreading and focal adhesion formation. The arrows indicate the
nonadherent cells. Adapted with permission from ref. [97]. Copyright 2004 Wiley-VCH
Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA.

In this context, the dip-coating method offers the advantage of creating a
dipping-line, which is very handy for the cell-response experiments by
comparing cell behavior on both sides of the dipping line (probe vs.
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background) on the same sample substrate. This dipping line offers very
convenient and reliable control of the specific and exclusive biological
functionalization on the AuNPs and sufficient passivation on the substrate
surface simultaneously.
As a substrate for the cell-response experiments, glass has several
inherent disadvantages for its inorganic nature. Beyond the surface
passivation issue mentioned above, the mechanical properties of glass do
not match the biological environment for the cells. A more advanced
approach is to transfer the patterned nanoparticles onto PEG hydrogel[103]
taking advantage of its biocompatibility, nontoxicity, and versatility of
mechanical properties. Since the mechanical properties of the substrate also
have an impact on cell behavior[104] it is highly favored to tune the
mechanical properties of the supporting matrix similar to the biological
surface on which the biological affair is supposed to happen. By changing the
monomer size and water content of the hydrogel, the stiffness of PEG
hydrogel can sufficiently cover the range of the mechanical properties of all
tissues.[105] To transfer the patterned nanoparticle from the inorganic
surface onto PEG hydrogel,[106] a suitable acryl-linker must be introduced
onto the surface covalently prior to the polymerization of PEG diacrylate
(forming of hydrogel). The linker plays a pivotal role in transferring the
nanoparticles and sufficiently binds them to the hydrogel matrix. With the
absence of the nanoparticles, templates without AuNPs but only imprint
(holes) will be pictured on the hydrogel (Figure 3.3).
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Figure 3.3: a) AuNPs can be transferred to a PEG matrix (c) by using a suitable transfer
linker. The linker is covalently bound to the surface of AuNPs and cross-linked into the
polymer. b) In the absence of a linker, only a porous imprint can be generated. Adapted
with permission from ref. [107]. Copyright American Vacuum Society in 2011.

Developing a binary nanopatterned structure is of great interest for the
next step of artificially induced cell response experiments due to the
numerous biological affairs based on binary biological nature.

As an

example, integrin is a heterodimer (meaning it consists of two subunits) and
the conformation and distance of both subunits, which plays a vital role in
focal adhesion. In earlier work,[101] the second bio-label is homogeneously
distributed on the background while the first bio-label is anchored on the
hexagonal patterned AuNPs. This approach lacks the control of the relation
between both bio-labels and provides very limited information on the crosstalking mechanisms between two bio-labels. Recently, Spatz et al. have
reported a binary nanopattern of Au and TiO2 nanoparticles on a PEG
substrate for initiating cellular responses based on block copolymer
micellar lithography (Figure 3.4).[69] In this work, both AuNPs and TiO2-NPs
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are independently arranged on the substrate (hydrogel). A controllable
correlation with the defined organization between both nanoparticles was
still missing in this approach.

Figure 3.4: Preparation of binary patterned AuNPs and TiO2 NPs on Hydrogel. Lower
SEMicrograph shows the distribution of both types of nanoparticles: the spacing
between each type of NPs can be roughly controlled while the correlation between two
nanoparticles is totally random. Adapted with permission from ref.

[69].

Copyright

American Chemical Society 2016.

The fabrication of a precisely ordered binary nanopatterned surface
remains a challenge.

In our project, the binary planet-satellites

nanostructures provide a distinct pattern with the tunable distance between
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both nanoparticles, which gives access to a much more systematic and
detailed study on cellular responses on binary biological stimulation. This
knowledge gives insight into the unrevealed cross-talk mechanisms
between distinct biological molecules. The primary requirements and
challenges of creating such a sample for the biological experiments will be
discussed in more detail in section 3.2.2.

3.2.2

Challenges to fabricate binary planet–satellite
nanopatterning for biological experiment

From a stable colloid of the planet–satellite nanostructure to a binary
bio-labeled substrate/matrix, a practical chemical approach, sophisticated
experimental design, and careful handling are required. Biological and
medical research always uses a large sampling size which requires a reliable
and valid (both time and material) production of probes.
The choice of substrate for monolayer coating is crucial since further
processing and functionalization require specific conditions; several
limitations occur for the choice of the substrate, which must be considered.
First of all, the substrate must be chemically completely distinguishable
from gold and silica; otherwise, the specific binding on nanoparticles cannot
be archived. Since silica and gold nanoparticles are chosen as a template and
the bio-label will be introduced using thiol and silane moieties, respectively.
In this regard, the substrate should contain no OH group (silane reaction) or
thiolphile atom (e.g., heavy metal). Glass, metal oxide and metal substrate
are not suitable to be used as a substrate for their similarity to the
nanoparticles. The functionalized surface will be treated with plasma to
completely remove polymer content to expose the surface of NPs for further
functionalization. The substrate should survive plasma treatment; the
organic-based material, e.g., polymer, is then not qualified for these criteria.
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Furthermore, the cell experiment is conducted in cell suspension, and the
biological functionalization is also carried out in the water. The dip-coating
must proceed in a relatively fast evaporating organic solvent: the substrate
must be robust against both water and organic solvent. The live reaction of
cells will be recorded with an optical microscope, and the substrate must be
highly transparent in the visible spectrum. Not only the toxicity of the
substrate must also be strictly controlled, but the affinity of the cell onto the
surface, including the unspecific binding of bio-label towards substrate,
must also be suppressed entirely or be passivated by somehow sufficient
PEGylation. It is also worth mentioning that the substrate for coating should
be as flat as possible to maintain the nanostructure in high-fidelity. To this
consideration, crystal surfaces have decent advantages for creating a
homogenous monolayer of nanoassemblies.
To sum it up, the required material must be transparent, nano-flat,
nontoxic, nonreactive toward cell and biological label, tolerant towards the
water and organic solvent, have access for sufficient PEGylation, to be
differentiable from with gold and silica and stable for plasma treatment.
Furthermore, the substrate should be affordable for large-scaled biological
experiments.
There are only a few materials that match all these limitations. CaF2 was
chosen here as the archetype substrate, which meets both the physical and
chemical requirements. The most challenging here is the passive the surface
for sufficient biological inertness, although CaF2 possesses no active
chemical group (e.g., OH group) which induces unspecific cell or protein
(peptide) attachment. The biological behavior of the substrate must be
studied and the strategy for passivation must be tested with cell
experiments.
A promising alternative for the substrate is to first dip-coat on the
substrate (e.g., CaF2) and then transfer the nanoparticles onto PEG hydrogel
for the biologic experiments. This approach brings several advantages i.e. no
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issues to the background, adjustable mechanical properties of the hydrogel,
lower cost by reusing the expensive inorganic substrate. However, a suitable
linker including the functionalization’s condition for silica NPs must be
optimized to achieve the effective transfer of nanoparticles.

Conclusions
This chapter has showcased the power of applying patterned
nanoparticle for templating biological labels for the cell-response
experiment. The advantages brought by patterned nanoparticles are the
tunable distance of patterned labels in a flexible and precise range of 30 to
200 nm. The monofunctional nanopattern, i.e., patterning with only AuNPs,
has attracted huge research interest and resulted in massive progress in
understanding mechanisms in cell responses. However, this type of research
has reached its bottleneck of being monofunctionalized. To study more
complicated biological affairs or cross-talking of distinct ligand for distancedependent synergism or antagonism, a binary patterned surface is crucially
required. Many efforts have been made to develop a binary patterned
nanostructure. However, the achieved structure was lacking the spatial
correlation between both bio-labels. Being the most critical parameter for
these types of experiments, the ability to tune interparticle distance is
crucial for any quantitative study. The planet−satellite nanostructure
possesses very high potential for this task since its precise control of the
distance between planet and satellite nanoparticles. There are few
challenges of using silica-planet−gold-satellite nanostructure including
finding

a

suitable

substrate

and

optimizing

the

condition

for

functionalization on nanoparticles. Transferring the patterned planet–
satellite nanoparticles onto hydrogel makes the binary planet–satellite
nanostructure a more general and flexible platform for the biological
experiments. The detailed optimization must be conducted together with
the biologist in an interactive procedure.
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Gold-Planet–Silver-Satellite Nanostructures using RAFT Star
Polymer1

Preface
The hierarchical self-assembly of distinct nanoelements into precisely
ordered nanostructures requires efficient and flexible fabrication strategies.
This chapter demonstrate a precise fabrication of bimetallic gold-planet‒
silver-satellite nanoparticle-arrangements employing RAFT star polymers
as particle linker connecting gold nanoparticles (AuNPs) and silver
nanoparticles (AgNPs) with judiciously modified surface activity. The
strengths of this approach include the adjustability of interparticle distances
by tailoring the star polymer molar mass. The prepared nanoassemblies
have well-defined structures in which a planet AuNP (~13 nm) is
encompassed by several satellite AgNPs (~8 nm), thus incorporating the
properties of both AuNPs and AgNPs, as confirmed by transmission electron
microscopy and UV-Vis spectra. Our results highlight the general
applicability of RAFT star polymers as a nano synthesis platform for
synthesizing noble metal nanocomposites.
Simultaneous

integration

of

properties

from

different

metal

nanoparticles (NPs) by constructing defined three-dimensional nanohybrid
structures currently attracts great interest in materials science. [108-115]
1

Adapted with permission from Peng, W; Vana, P. ACS Macro Letters 2016, 5, 1227–1231. Copyright

2016, American Chemical Society, Washington, DC, USA. Text is adjusted to match the formatting of this
thesis
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Among the various metal nanocomposites, gold nanoparticles (AuNPs) and
silver nanoparticles (AgNPs) are of huge interest due to their unique
electronic, optical, and catalytic characteristics.[3,116] Assembling both types
of NPs into the planet‒satellite nanohybrids may induce collective
properties that differ from those of individual particles such as plasmonic
coupling[29] and amplified SER[117] (surface enhanced raman) properties.
The tunneling charge-transfer between AuNPs and AgNPs induced by the
local potential gradient between both nanocomposites was also
reported.[118] To achieve the formation of planet‒satellite nanostructures
incorporating AuNPs and AgNPs, various synthetic strategies can be applied:
Electrostatic interactions,[20-22] metal-ion-mediated complexation[23,24] and
application of “click chemistry”[25] could result in straightforward
attachment of satellite particles onto the surface of the nano-planet. Sulfurcontaining molecular linkers[29,119] especially DNA components[120,121] are
also widely applied for the fabrication of planet‒satellite nanostructures
from AgNPs and AuNPs with small interparticle distance < 10 nm. Large
(~100 nm range) interparticle distance was accessible by applying DNA
origami scaffolds[35] acting as giant molecular linker. But the production is
limited by virtue of the complicated experimental procedure, high cost of
the DNA compounds, and the small scale at which the materials can be
obtained. Herein, the synthetic functional polymers are employed for the
task of programming the different metal NPs into one precise hierarchical
nanostructure, as we know about the capabilities of tailored synthetic
polymers as spacer and stabilizer for nanoparticles from our earlier work.[17]
Applying polymer as macromolecular linker provides several advantages:
Diverse functional polymers such as stimuli-responsive polymers[53,122-126]
can be integrated into the nanostructures and equip them with a specific
function. To obtain a suited polymeric NP linker, a special chemical and
topological design of the polymer structure is required. Here, the general
aurophilicity and argentophilicity of sulfur-containing end-groups (i.e., in
this case, trithiocarbonates) from RAFT (reversible addition-fragmentation
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chain transfer) polymerization[127] is exploited, which enables efficient
adsorption of polymers on surfaces of AgNPs[128,129] and AuNPs[17]. Beyond
the inherent end-group functionality of the obtained polymer, the RAFT
technique also enables a controlled polymerization process, resulting in
polymers with pre-determined average molar masses and narrow molar
mass distributions. Therefore, the possibility of obtaining polymers with
distinct molar masses enables fine control of the interparticle distance in the
planet‒satellite nanostructures[41,42]. Another and most important challenge
to design a polymeric NP linker is the topological structure of the polymers:
Polymeric linkers with multiple NP binding sites such as hyperbranched [40]
and star-shaped RAFT[41] polymers were reported to be suitable for this task.
Our group has reported a method to prepare gold-planet‒gold-satellite
nanostructures using 4-arm star polymers decorated with trithiocarbonate
groups on their chain termini. [41,42]

Self-assembly of gold-planet–silver-satellite
nanostructures
In this section, a gold-planet‒silver-satellite nanohybrid structure
(Figure 4.1) is constructed based on the unique properties of star RAFT
polymers (Figure 4.1b). Star poly-N-isopropylacrylamide (PNiPAAM) is
chosen here due to its general good solubility in water and organic solvents
and its good applicability in RAFT polymerizations. Two types of polymer
with different topology were synthesized to serve different purposes: As the
polymeric linker between AuNPs and AgNPs, RAFT-PNiPAAM with star
topology was synthesized practically identical to a previously reported
method. The chain length of the polymer arms was varied in order to tune
the interparticle distance (Au-Ag) in the planet‒satellite nanohybrids.[41] To
protect the nanohybrids from aggregation, RAFT-PNiPAAM with linear
topology was obtained from monofunctional RAFT agent 1 (Figure 4.1a).[130]
The molar mass distributions of the RAFT polymers (Figure 4.1b) were
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obtained by size-exclusion chromatography (SEC). The hydrodynamic
volume of the star polymer is smaller than that of its linear counterpart with
equal molar mass, as a consequence of the star geometry. In order to correct
the average molar mass of star polymers from SEC analysis, which is
calibrated using linear polymer standards, a factor of 1.3 is multiplied to the
average molar mass obtained from SEC for the 4-arm star polymers.[131] The
results from SEC analysis are listed in Table 4.1.

Figure 4.1: Synthetic scheme for the preparation of gold-planet‒silver-satellite
nanoassemblies from star poly(NiPAAM) functionalized hybrid gold nanoparticles. The
RAFT groups are illustrated by green cycles. Linear (1a) and star-shaped (1b) RAFT
agents are used in this work for the preparation of PNiPAAM with different topology.
Adapted with permission from ref. [74]. Copyright 2016 American Chemical Society.
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(~13 nm) AuNPs from citrate-reduction was chosen as the “planet”. The
RAFT polymers were immobilized on the surface of AuNPs via a grafting-to
approach.[17,41,42] After the removal of the excess polymer via three
centrifugation/redispersion cycles, the star-PNiPAAM-capped AuNPs were
dispersed in CHCl3. The polymer-functionalized AuNPs were then analyzed
by TEM (Figure 4.6) and DLS (Figure 4.7). In TEM, an increase of the
interparticle distance (Au-Au) with an increasing chain length of the star
polymer is observed as already reported elsewhere.[41,42] DLS results also
show a remarkably increased particle diameter induced by the grafting with
polymers compared with the citrate-capped AuNPs (Figure 4.7C). The star
PNiPAAM immobilized on the surface of AuNPs could still have free arms
which are not bound onto the surface. These free arms carrying
trithiocarbonate groups at their chain ends have the ability to attach to other
NPs, for example, ~4 nm Brust-Schiffrin AuNPs.[41,42]
Now, however, we target Ag: To choose a suitable type of AgNPs as
satellites, surface oxidation and the electrical charge have to be considered.
In our first experiments conducted in aqueous phase with citrate-capped
AgNPs, planet‒satellite structures were not yielded. This may be caused by
the repulsive force between negatively charged AgNPs which impedes
AgNPs from approaching each other in the nano-range. Consequently,
oleylamine (OA)-capped AgNPs (~9 nm) were chosen as satellites for their
good solubility in organic solvents and their appropriate surface activity. It
is reported that the OA ligand is weakly bound on the surface of AgNPs and
can be replaced by thiols.[132] In order to avoid the oxidation of the silver
surface, the synthesis is conducted under argon atmosphere, as it is
experimentally observed that AgNPs synthesized under ambient air show
different behavior and lower surface activity than those synthesized under
inert atmosphere (details in experimental chapter). Our experiments show
that the capping density of OA on AgNPs has a remarkable effect on the
activity of AgNPs, which further affects the character of the planet‒satellite
structure. Two different types of OA-capped AgNPs are applied to gain
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insight into this phenomenon: One type of AgNPs is labeled “AgNPs washed
2x” which is obtained from 2 centrifugation/redispersion cycles after the
synthesis; the other is labeled “AgNPs-washed-3x”, which is derived from
“AgNPs-washed-2x” after one additional centrifugation cycle. These two
types of AgNPs have largely different stability in colloidal dispersions and
different OA surface density. For example, in CHCl3, the three-times washed
AgNPs tend to aggregate upon dilution and cannot be redispersed in hexane;
this is in contrast to the behavior of “AgNPs-washed-2x”. The washing of
particles, which governs the particle surface activity, is thus a critical
procedure. Efforts were made to obtain “AgNPs-washed-4x”, but all
attempts have reproducibly resulted in black aggregates after the 4th
centrifugation cycle due to insufficient surface protection. On the other hand,
applying “AgNPs-washed-1x” or AgNPs directly from the synthesis will not
result in effective binding of AgNPs onto star-polymer-capped AuNPs, due
to the small surface activity of these AgNPs. Details of purifying the AgNPs
can be found in the experimental chapter.
The

fabrication

experimentally

very

of

gold-planet‒silver-satellite

straight

forward:

By

nanohybrids

adding

large

is

excess

(approximately 30x) of OA-capped AgNPs dispersed in CHCl3 to the colloidal
dispersion of star-PNiPAAM-capped AuNPs in CHCl3, the formation of goldplanet‒silver-satellite structures will proceed without further treatment.
After 30 min of incubation, excess of linear PNiPAAM RAFT polymer was
added to protect the structure from aggregation (see Figure 4.1). The
heavier planet‒satellite structures were separated from the excess of lighter
AgNPs and linear PNiPAAM by three centrifugation/redispersion cycles
(2150 g, 1 h, 5 °C). The addition of protecting linear PNiPAAM and lower
centrifugation speed was found to be crucial in the synthesis. Experiments
conducted without linear polymer or under high centrifugation speed
(15300 G) resulted in strong cross-linking between planet‒satellite
structures. The as-synthesized gold-planet‒silver-satellite nanostructures
were analyzed by TEM (Figure 4.2 and Figure 4.3). TEM images show that
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these planet‒satellite nanostructures tend to self-assemble on the TEM
substrate and form well-defined 2D structures, in which Au and Ag tend to
precisely alternate. High-angle annular dark-field scanning transmission
electron microscopy (HAADF-STEM) confirmed the alternating gold‒silver
composition of the nanohybrids (Figure 4.4).

Figure 4.2: TE micrographs of gold-planet‒silver-satellite nanostructures. Samples
labeled as α resulted from “AgNP washed 3x”, samples labeled as β are resulted from
“AgNP washed 2x”. Adapted with permission from ref. [74]. Copyright 2016 American
Chemical Society.

The average interparticle distance (Au-Ag) was extracted from TEM
images. Figure 4.5 shows the dependence of the interparticle distance (AuAg) on the number average molar mass of the star polymer linker.
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Interestingly, AgNPs with different capping density of OA result in
remarkably different interparticle distances (Figure 4.2 and Figure 4.3):
“AgNPs-washed-2x” with 19% OA of its total weight (TGA, see Figure 4.8)
result in shorter interparticle distances (samples labeled β-I to VI, derived
from star-PNiPAAM I–VI, respectively) than that from “AgNPs-washed-3x”
with lower (10%) OA content (samples labeled α-I to VI). This indicates that
the coverage of OA on AgNPs has a pronounced influence on the distance
scaling behavior of the resulting planet‒satellite structures. The “activity” of
the AgNPs is clearly enhanced when the capping agents are partly removed.
It can be speculated that the higher activity of the AgNPs then results in a
more effective binding on the exterior of the star polymer shell on AuNPs,
i.e., more linking star PNiPAAM is present between the Au-planet and the Agsatellite. As a consequence of that, the AgNPs with lower surface activity
appears to penetrate deeper into the star polymer shell on central AuNPs
(Figure 4.5), at least in the dried state after casting on the amorphous carbon
surface used for TEM characterization. It is fully consistent with this line of
thoughts that the interparticle distances of the gold-planet‒gold-satellite
nanostructures, which was reported recently,[41,42] are larger than with the
here reported AgNPs (see Figure 4.5), as the Brust-Schiffrin AuNPs as
satellite particles (with weakly bound tetraoctylammonium bromide
ligands[133] instead of amine ligands) are more “active”.
Table 4.1: Results from SEC analysis of the different polymer samples. Samples Star-II
and Star-IV were previously used in our earlier publication.[41,42]

Polymer

Star-I

Star-III

Star-V

Star-VI

Linear

MN g / mol

29 k

44 k

60 k

78 k

30 k

ĐM

1.1

1.1

1.1

1.1

1.1
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Figure 4.3: TE micrographs of gold-planet‒silver-satellite nanostructures α-I to VI in
lower magnification. Adapted with permission from ref. [74]. Copyright 2016 American
Chemical Society.
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Figure 4.4: Overview bright-field (upper left) and dark-field (upper-right) image. The
images on the bottom show magnified details in a high-resolution bright-field image
(left) and in an elemental map obtained via HAADF-STEM (right) for a specimen of
gold-planet–silver-satellite nanostructures. Adapted with permission from ref. [74].
Copyright 2016 American Chemical Society.

In addition to HAADF-STEM, UV-Vis spectra of the nanohybrids show the
existence of characteristic plasmon bands both for AuNPs (~520 nm) and
AgNPs (~410 nm) (Figure 4.9). Comparing the UV-Vis spectra of the
planet−satellite nanohybrids with the linear combinations of spectra of
individual AuNPs and AgNPs, red-shift and increased absorbance caused by
the coupling of the surface plasmon resonance between the NPs that are in
close spatial proximity is observed in all cases. In general, remarkable
plasmonic coupling first occurs at a particle distance comparable to the
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diameter of the particles.[134,135] The change in the UV-Vis spectra, therefore,
validates the nanoscaled interparticle distance (Au-Ag) on the planet‒
satellite nanohybrids also in solution. It can also be seen by TEM and in UVVis spectra that using star-PNiPAAM with lower molar masses (for example,
in samples β-I, β-II, see Figure 4.9) causes aggregation of the planet‒satellite
structures, probably due to insufficient colloidal stability in these systems.
In contrast, no observable aggregated material was present in the samples
synthesized from long star polymer linkers (star-III, IV, V and VI). Here, the
produced nanostructures were stable for at least 4 months when stored
sealed in tinted glass and dispersed in chloroform at room temperature.
Thus, there seems to be a critical arms’ length for the particle linker to
provide sufficient colloidal stability to the overall nanostructure and to
prevent the planet‒satellite structure from aggregating under the
experimental conditions applied here. Besides, the planet‒satellite
nanostructures derived from AgNPs washed 2x (β samples) had a stronger
tendency to aggregate when short polymeric linker (Star-I, II) was used.
This experimentally observed tendency again indicates a relatively poor
capping with protective linear PNiPAAM on the outer surfaces due to the
lower surface activity of AgNPs in the β group.
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Figure 4.5: Edge-to-edge distances of gold-silver nanohybrid particles α-I to VI (gray
circles) and β-I to VI (black circles) vs. the number average molar mass of the linking
star polymer. For comparison, the interparticle distances from gold-planet‒goldsatellite nanostructures from Rossner and Vana using a similar synthetic approach are
also plotted as empty cycles. Adapted with permission from ref. [74]. Copyright 2016
American Chemical Society.
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Figure 4.6: TE micrograph of star-PNiPAAM-I−VI-capped AuNPs. An increase of
interparticle distance can be observed. Adapted with permission from ref. [74].
Copyright 2016 American Chemical Society.
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Figure 4.7: Intensity distribution from DLS for the gold-planet−silver-satellite
nanostructures I–VI yielded from AgNP-washed 3x (Figure labeled A) and AgNPwashed 2x (Figure labeled B). Figure labeled C is the intensity distribution of the starPNiPAAM-I–VI-capped AuNP, and the dashed line is the result of citrate-capped AuNPs.
All the samples were passed through a 0.45 µm PTFE filter prior to the DLS experiment.
Adapted with permission from ref. [74]. Copyright 2016 American Chemical Society.
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Figure 4.8: TGA curve of OA-capped “AgNPs washed 2x”/ “AgNPs washed 3x”. Adapted
with permission from ref. [74]. Copyright 2016 American Chemical Society.
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Figure 4.9: UV-Vis spectra of samples α-I–VI and β-I–VI. The black curve is measured
experimentally without any filtration. The red curve is obtained by a linear
combination of spectra from individual ~13 nm AuNPs and ~9 nm AgNPs. The
boundary conditions for the linear combination is matching the absorbance at the
wavelengths of 340 nm and 412 nm. The strong additional absorption on the spectra
of the sample β-I and β-II comes from the aggregated network structure which is
observed by TEM (Figure 4.10). Adapted with permission from ref. [74]. Copyright 2016
American Chemical Society.
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Figure 4.10: TE micrograph of aggregated nanostructures from samples β-I (left) and
β-II (right). Adapted with permission from ref. [74]. Copyright 2016 American Chemical
Society.
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α -I

α -II

α -III

α -IV

α -V

α -VI

Figure 4.11: TEM images of gold-planet–silver-satellite nanohybrid in lower
magnification for α-I to α-VI.
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β-I

β-II

β-III

β-IV

β-V

β-VI

Figure 4.12: TEM images of gold-planet–silver-satellite nanohybrid in lower
magnification for β-I to β-VI. Adapted with permission from ref.

[74].

Copyright 2016

American Chemical Society.

Conclusion
In conclusion, a straightforward and effective synthesis is established for
the

fabrication

of

gold-planet‒silver-satellite

double

plasmonic

nanoassemblies with tunable interparticle distances mediated by star RAFT
PNiPAAM. RAFT star polymers possess the general ability to connect
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different noble metal NPs and enable the control of the arrangement
structure, e.g., a precisely alternating arrangement of Au and Ag
nanoparticles in the present study. This demonstrates that RAFT star
polymers are powerful and extremely versatile modular building units that
can be used as particle linker and defined spacer for the formation of
tailored nanoarchitectures. Additionally, the adjustable activity of OAcapped AgNPs by variation of the capping density of OA offers another
handle to tune NP reactivity and resulting assembly structures.
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Fabricating Silica-Planet–Gold-Satellite Nanostructure for
Binary Nano-Patterning

Preface
Fabricating a binary nanopatterned surface as a template for orthogonal
binary chemical/biological labeling requires nanocomponents to feature
completely distinct chemical characters. In this thesis, silica nanoparticle
with a diameter of ~40 nm was chosen as nano-planet for the highly
efficient silane chemistry on its surface. Gold is chosen as a nanosatellite for
its convenient thiolphil character. Further reasons to choose silica and gold
as the candidates is their ability to survive plasma treatment (to remove
polymer) while maintaining their surface chemical activity for further
functionalization.
This chapter focuses on the fabrication of a well-defined silica-planet–
gold-satellite nanostructure. The procedure starts with the synthesis of
highly spherical silica nanoparticles from w/o reverse microemulsion
technique and following up anchoring of RAFT agent (section 5.2.1). The
RAFT capped SiO2-NPs are able to conduct surface-induced RAFT
polymerization to grow polymer from the surface. The condition of
polymerization with NiPAAM must be optimized in detail to archive the
synthesis of fully separated polymer capped silica planet with tunable
distance (section 5.2.2). The self-assembly of the silica-planet−gold-satellite
nanostructure can be done by simply mixing polymer capped silica with
AuNPs in a suitable solvent. The as-synthesized planet–satellite
nanostructure can self-assembly on the substrate forming highly ordered
hexagonal pattern. By changing the length of the linker polymer, the
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interparticle can be fully controlled (section 5.3). After the synthesis of the
planet–satellite nanostructure, the solvent and concentration are changed
to meet the condition for dip-coating on the substrate. The homogenous
monolayer formation of the planet–satellite nanopattern on the CaF2 surface
is successful as indicated by AFM and SEM. The polymer content is then
removed by plasma treatment for further functionalization with cyclic RGD
peptide (section 5.4). PEGylation on nanopatterned CaF2 surface are
attempted for the biologic passivation for melanoma cells and cyclic RGD
peptide. The passivation is sufficient for melanoma cells, however, not
sufficient for peptide labels (i.e., cyclic RGD). To address this issue, a novel
strategy to transfer the binary nanopattern onto PEG hydrogel is established.
By choosing suitable linkers for both AuNPs and silica NPs and optimizing
conditions for functionalization, both types of nanoparticles are able to
immobilize onto the surface of hydrogel.

Nano-planet: surface-induced RAFT polymerization
from silica nanoparticles
This section focuses on the surface-induced RAFT polymerization from
the surface of silica nanoparticles (~38 nm). RAFT group is first introduced
onto the surface of SiO2-NPs via a two-step reaction by first anchoring the
NH2 group and successive RAFT agent via -NH2 / mercaptothiazoline click
chemistry. The RAFT decorated SiO2-NPs is then ready for surface-inithiated
polymerization by dispersing the particles in the polymerization solution.
Although the chemical approach has already been reported, the specific
condition including choice of solvent, handling of nanoparticles and pretreatment of the polymerization’s colloid must be studied in every detail to
achieve a perfectly defined high-density polymer capped silica NP as “nanoplanet.”
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5.2.1

Introducing RAFT group onto the surface of SiO2
surface

There is a great variety of methods to synthesize SiO2 nanoparticles. The
ideal particles for the task as nano-planet should be highly spherical,
completely separated and have a diameter below 50 nm. SiO2-NPs
synthesized from reversed microemulsion (hexane/water) technique using
IGEPAL CO-520 as surfactant meet all the requirements mentioned above.
The narrow size distribution (typically 38 ± 1 nm) gives a highly uniform
geometry as nano-planet (Figure 5.1).

Figure 5.1: TE Micrograph of SiO2-NPs synthesized from the reversed emulsion
technique. The particles possess high roundness and uniform size distribution
(39 ± 1 nm, size distribution in section 7.3). All SiO2-NPs are completely separated
from each other.

It is well-known that silica possesses a significant number of OH groups
on its surface[136] which can be used for silane chemistry to introduce the
functional group. Base on this strategy, the RAFT group can be efficiently
bunded to the surface of the SiO2-NPs with very high density.
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Here, a two-step reaction (Figure 5.2) is chosen by first anchoring the
NH2 group onto the SiO2-NPs surface by mixing nanoparticles with 3aminopropyldimethylethoxysilane in refluxing anhydrous THF under argon
atmosphere. The excess of chemicals can be easily removed by the
centrifuge/redispersion process. After purification, a trithiocarbonate
based RAFT agent featuring a mercaptothiazoline end group (activated
RAFT) is mixed with the NH2 functionalized SiO2-NPs in dry THF to obtain
RAFT functionalized SiO2-NPs. The detailed experimental procedure can be
found in section 7.4.
The RAFT functionalized SiO2-NPs possess enhanced dispersibility in
organic solvent providing a more rational polymerization by perfectly
dispersing the RAFT capped SiO2-NPs in polymerization’s solution. The assynthesized RAFT functionalized SiO2-NPs can be stored in the dried state
and dispersed in the solvent upon ultra-sonication. This reaction can be
upscaled up to sub-1 g scale and the RAFT-SiO2-NPs are storable over
months without changing in the performance in polymerization.

Figure 5.2: Two-step reaction to anchor RAFT group onto the surface of SiO2-NPs.

5.2.2

Controlled surface-initiated polymerization from
silica nanoparticles

High density polymer can be introduced onto the surface of RAFTfunctionalized SiO2-NPs by simply dispersing the RAFT-SiO2-NPs with a
polymerization solution containing a predetermined amount of free RAFT
agent, monomer, solvent and initiator. The polymerization reaction can
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proceed under conventional condition. Furthermore, the targeted polymer
capped SiO2 nanoparticle must be perfectly separated with each other and
the spacing between SiO2-NPs must be tunable in well-defined range (10 to
100 nm). Come down to synthesize, a suitable solvent, monomer and careful
dispersion of RAFT-SiO2 are crucial for the successful fabrication of welldefined polymer capped SiO2-NPs.
Here, NiPAAM is chosen for the surface-induced polymerization. The
significant advantage brought by the poly(NiPAAM) shell to SiO2-NPs is the
excellent dispersibility in different solvent, e.g., ethanol, acetone, chloroform.
The wide choice of dispersible solvent is beneficial for optimizing the
condition for further treatment i.e. self-assembly with different types of
AuNPs(dispersed in water or toluene), dip-coating(CHCl3).
One of the most exciting features of the planet–satellite nanostructure is
its ability to vary the distance between planet and satellite nanoparticles by
changing the chain length of the linking polymer. In doing so, the molecular
weight of the grafted polymer on SiO2 must be controlled, i.e., with
predeterminable chain length and narrow molecular distribution. The RAFT
polymerization (R-approach) gives an easy access to this goal: the chain
growth proceeds from the terminal end of the surface-grafted polymer and
the RAFT radical attach to the chain-termini reversibly during the
polymerization. The molecular weight of the grafted chain is very similar
compared with the free RAFT polymer in the solution due to this mechanism.
The molecular weight of the yielded polymer is determined by the ratio of
RAFT/monomer and polymerization’s time. Based on the previous
experience, the experimental condition for fabricating RAFT polymer with
predetermined molecular weight can be quickly established. A series of
experiments was conducted to create polymer capped SiO2-NPs with
different chain lengths (Table 5.1). The detailed polymerization conditions
are summarized in section 7.4.
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The high density of capped polymer enables the self-assembly of
functionalized SiO2-NPs on the substrate into a highly ordered hexagonal
nanopattern via simply drop-casting for its dispersion (e.g., ethanol,
chloroform). The interparticle distance of resulted hexagonal pattern can be
precisely controlled by the length of grafted polymer in the range of 25 to
90 nm (Figure 5.3). Since these polymers capped SiO2-NPs are used as the
nano-planet for the planet−satellite nanostructure, the interparticle
distance should logically reach roughly half of the interparticle distance of
the pattern created by only nano-planet.
Table 5.1: Results from SEC analysis of the free polymer collected from the synthesis
of poly(NiPAAM) capped SiO2-NPs.

Polymer

A

B

C

D

E

F

MN kg / mol

28

43

53

63

87

270

Đ

1.2

1.1

1.2

1.2

1.1

1.8
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Figure 5.3: TEMicrograph of dense Poly(NiPAAM) capped SiO2-NPs with an increasing
chain length of grafted polymer. The increase in interparticle distance can be clearly
observed. Sample A–F correspond to the sample listed in Table 5.1. The statistical
evaluation of the interparticle distance is presented in Figure 5.4.
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Figure 5.4: Average interparticle spacing in the dependence of the molecular weight of
capped polymers for samples listed in Table 5.1.

Beside NiPAAM, other monomers were also tested for the same
polymerization’s condition. Hydrophilic monomer i.e. PEG-acrylate and
PEG-methacrylate were failed to immobilize on the surface of the SiO2
surface, only free-polymer was formed in the solution. The bulk
polymerization of RAFT capped SiO2 with MMA was successful with
perfectly separated SiO2-NPs and large interparticle distance (Figure 5.5).
This MMA capped SiO2-NPs are useful to create planet−satellite
nanostructure with hydrophilic dispersibility.
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Figure 5.5: TEMicrograph of PMMA capped SiO2-NPs as a monolayer on carbon-film.

High-precision self-assembly of silica-planet–goldsatellite nanostructure
This section focuses on the self-assembly of silica-planet–gold-satellite
nanostructures. The logic of optimizing the condition for the colloidal selfassembly process will be discussed in detail. The ability to tune the structure
of the binary silica-gold nanostructure will be showcased with the full
control of interparticle distance and size of satellite nanoparticles.
The self-assembly of AuNPs onto the planet–structure uses the strong
aurophilicity of RAFT moieties on the termini of the polymer grafted on the
SiO2-NPs. This diffusion-based procedure requires the simultaneously
perfect dispersion of both polymers capped SiO2-NPs and AuNPs in the same
solvent. The poly(NiPAAM) capped SiO2-NPs have excellent dispersibility in
polar organic solvent, e.g., ethanol, CHCl3. The solvent dispersibility of
AuNPs depends, however, on its synthesis and surface protecting ligand. The
suitable solvent for the planet and satellite nanoparticles are summarized in
Table 5.2. It is worth noting that the ~13 nm citrate-capped AuNPs are
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synthesized in the water while Brust-Schiffrin AuNPs are obtained in
toluene. Drying AuNPs will result in irreversible aggregation. This nature
makes the self-assembly of AuNPs with planet nanoparticles in a pure
solvent impossible since toluene and water are both bad solvent for
poly(NiPAAM) capped SiO2. Mixed solvent with optimized composition must
be found for simultaneous dispersion of both planet and satellite
nanocomponents.
Table 5.2: Solvent dispersibility of nano components used for self-assembly of silicaplanet–gold-satellite nanostructures.

CHCl3
EtOH
H2O
Toluene
THF
Aceton

poly(NiPAAM)
capped SiO2-NPs
+
+
–
–
+
+

~13 nm citratecapped AuNPs
–
+
+
–
–
–

~5 nm TOABcapped AuNPs
+
–
–
+
–
–

The logic to find the optimal solvent mixture for both planet and satellite
nanoparticles is very straight forward. Since the planet–satellite
nanostructure possess the dispersibility comparable to the planetnanocomponent, i.e., poly(NiPAAM), the volume of planet colloid should be
much larger than the solvent for AuNPs to prevent any precipitation of the
yielded planet–satellite nanostructure. For ~13 nm citrate-capped AuNPs, a
mixture of ethanol and water with a volume ratio of 8 : 1 was used and CHCl3
/ toluene mixture with a volume ratio of 10 : 1 was used for Brust-Schiffrin
AuNPs.
After mixing the planet and satellite nanoparticles with short sonication
treatment or shaking, the colloid is allowed to incubate for self-assembly
progress. The diffusion of satellite nanoparticles is much quicker than that
of planet nanoparticles due to the much smaller size of satellite
nanoparticles. The yielded planet–satellite structure can be stored for
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several hours without any visible aggregation. With the protective linear
polymer, the remaining reactive surface of the satellite will be efficiently
covered with a linear polymer to prevent further aggregation for longer time
(several weeks in ethanol/water mixture and up to a week in CHCl3).
Figure 5.6 and Figure 5.8 shows the TEMicrograph of the as-synthesized
planet–satellite nanoparticles on carbon substrate with ~5 nm and ~13 nm
AuNPs, respectively. The sample with ~13 nm AuNPs as satellites are
distributed in a more 2D-fashion compared with the structure using ~5 nm
satellite AuNPs. This difference is possibly caused by the different weights
of the satellite AuNPs. Further investigation (e.g., computational simulation)
is required to reveal the origin of this difference. However, this intriguing
difference in the nanopattern is very important for the application. The “2D”
distributed citrate AuNPs is more closed to the desired pattern for the
design of biological experiments which focuses on the distance between
planet and satellite nanoparticles. This thesis will further focus on the
nanostructure with citrate AuNPs as nanosatellites.
It is worth noting that the number of satellite nanoparticles can also be
varied by changing the feed ratio of the planet and satellite nanoparticles.
Figure 5.7 demonstrates the change of nanostructure while varying the feed
ratio of the planet: satellite nanoparticles from 1 : 30 to 1 : 200 for 5 nm
AuNPs as nanosatellite. The number of satellites saturates at approximately
120 satellites per planet nanoparticles for ~5 nm AuNPs. For ~13 nm AuNPs
as satellites, 1 : 20 was chosen as the exemplary presentation to reduce the
complexity of the nanostructure while maintaining the planet–satellite
geometry.
Figure 5.8 demonstrates that the distance between the planet and
satellite is increasing with the growth of the chain length of linker polymers.
The edge-to-edge distance between the planet and the corresponding
satellite nanoparticles is statistically evaluated and plot against the average
molecular weight of the linker polymer in Figure 5.9.
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Figure 5.6: TEMicrograph of planet–satellite nanostructure using ~5 nm AuNPs as
satellite nanoparticles. The nanostructure on the left micrograph was using the linker
polymer with an average molecular weight of 43 kg / mol while the right nanostructure
using 87 kg / mol linker polymer (Table 5.1).

Figure 5.7: Silica-planet–gold-satellite nanostructure using ~5 nm AuNPs as satellite
under different feed ratios of satellite nanoparticles from 1 : 15 to 1 : 200. The excess
of AuNPs cannot be completely attached to the planet nanostructure at high dosing of
AuNPs (> 120 x).
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Figure 5.8: TEMicrograph of silica-planet–gold-satellite nanostructures using ~13 nm
AuNPs as nanosatellites with feed ratio of SiO2-NPs / AuNPs = 1 : 20. Sample A–F
correspond poly(NiPAAM) capped SiO2-NPs listed in Table 7.1. The statistical
evaluation of the interparticle distance is presented in Figure 5.9.
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Figure 5.9: Interparticle distance between a planet (SiO2-NPs) and satellite (AuNPs) in
the dependence of molecular weight of linker polymer on the poly(NiPAAM) capped
SiO2-NPs.

It can be seen from Figure 5.9 that this approach enables the control of
the planet–satellite distance between 10 and 50 nm with high precision. The
distance-dependent cell response studies require a high precision of
nanopattern with the well-defined relationship between nanocomponents
with interparticle distance in sub-100 nm range. Here, the 2D distribution
of satellite and the range of interparticle distance meet well with the
geometrical requirement from the biological cell response experiment.
The next step is to create a homogenous monolayer of the planet–
satellite nanostructure on a substrate rather than the island-like random
distribution.
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2D nano-patterning with the planet–satellite
nanostructure
The cell response experiments based on patterned nanoparticle must be
carried out on a transparent substrate. This brings the first task to find a
suitable substrate providing a clean background for the experiment, i.e., free
of any bio active molecules/moieties after all functionalization steps. In the
previous works, PEGylated glass and PEG matrix were used to serve this role.
However, due to the similarity of glass and silica, the glass cannot be applied
her. The binary silica-planet–gold-satellite nanopattern has higher
requirement on the substance. The substrate should simultaneously possess
the following properties: transparent, nano-flat, biological neutral, good
solvent tolerance, chemically distinct with gold and silica and stable for
plasma treatment. CaF2 quickly becomes one of the best choices considering
all these demands. A detailed discussion on choosing a suitable substrate
can be found in section 3.2.2.
To create a nanostructured surface (CaF2), a macroscopic homogenous
monolayer of the planet–satellite nanostructure needs to be formed. There
are several potential techniques, e.g., dip-coating, spin-coating. Here, the
dip-coating technique is chosen for the presence of the dipping-line which
can be used as a convenient comparing sample in the cell-response
experiment. However, a complex variety of parameters are present for
optimizing the formation of a homogenous monolayer of nanoparticles on
substrates. Thus, a number of experiments are performed here
systematically.
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5.4.1

Monolayer formation of planet–satellite
nanostructure on the surface via dip-coating

The dip-coating method is a very straightforward technique to create
thin-film on a surface by pulling the substrate from the colloid/solution at
certain speed. For the planet–satellite nanostructure, there are numerous
parameters affecting the formation of the monolayer of the nanoassemblies:
the moving velocity of the substrate, evaporation speed, contact angle
between the liquid and the substrate, density of the colloid, the
concentration of the colloid, angle of the substrate, temperature and pretreatment of the substrate. Simplification is crucial here for effective
optimization of the dip-coating process. The temperature is set at room
temperature (in an air-conditioned room at 23 °C). The angle between the
substrate and surface of the liquid stays perpendicular. All substrates have
first washed with pure ethanol and dry with argon flow then treated with
plasma (100 W, 40k Hz) for 10 min before coating. Only two practical
parameters are now varied here: type of solvent and pulling velocity.
Hardware for dip-coating
The dip-coating process is conducted using a self-designed dip-coater
(Figure 5.10A) crafted by the workshop for the institute for physical
chemistry at the University of Göttingen. The vertical moving arm is driven
by a stepper motor. The speed of the stepper motor is digitally controlled by
a program with a graphic user interface. The substrate is clamped with a
reverse tweezer with a piece of a strong magnet attached at the bottom
(Figure 5.10B). The reverse tweezer is then fixed on the vertical moving
arm (on another magnet) and stays vertical during the whole operation
(Figure 5.10C). It is worth mentioning that the tip of the reverse tweezer is
wrapped with PTFE tape in order to increase the contact area between
substrate and tweezer making the clamping more stable. The velocity of the
vertical moving arm can be set from 0.05 mm / min to 10 mm / min in the
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step of 0.05 mm / min. This range sufficiently covers the typical condition
for dip-coating.

Figure 5.10: (A) Mechanical part of the dip-coater installed in a windproof cabinet. (B)
Reverse tweezer used for clamping the substrate. The tip is wrapped with PTFE tape
and a piece of a strong magnet is attached to the bottom of the tweezer. (C) Dip-coater
in operation.

Preparation of concentrated collide for dip-coating
The preparation of colloid containing perfectly dispersed planet–
satellite

nanostructure.

However,

the

silica-planet–gold-satellite

nanostructure is dispersed in ethanol/water mixture with a very low
concentration (appx. 0.05 mg / ml) after the synthesis. The typical
concentration for dip-coating using polymer capped AuNPs should be at ~
1 mg / ml[98]. One of the major challenge here is the concentrating of the
nanostructure colloid, including solvent exchange from ethanol/water
mixture to the desired solvent. Centrifugation is highly efficient to gather all
the nanoparticle and remove all the solvent here. By aggressive
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centrifugation of planet–satellite nanostructure by 8000 rpm for 2h, the
nanostructure can be completely gathered as sediment material at the
bottom of the centrifuge tube. However, the centrifugation of
nanostructures often results in an irreversible aggregation which means the
gathered nanostructures will not be able to fully dispersed into any solvent
even after long (> 1h) ultrasonication. Based on the experience, this issue is
caused by the lengthy and strength of the centrifugation. Meanwhile, this
harsh centrifugation condition is necessary to gather the nanostructure
from the colloid effectively.
In order to moderate the centrifugation condition, change of the solvent
by adding poor solvent for the nanoassemblies is generally feasible. The idea
is to decrease the dispersibility of the planet–satellite nanostructure while
maintaining the solubility of excess linear polymer (excess polymer must be
removed via centrifugation) by adding further solvent into the assynthesized colloid. A typical experiment yield 90 ml as-synthesized colloid
(80 ml ethanol, 10 ml water) consists of ca. 10 mg perfectly dispersed
planet–satellite nanostructure and 1 mg of the excess linear polymer. The
linear polymer carries decent water solubility (ca. 1 mg / ml in pure water)
while the planet–satellite nanostructure cannot be dispersed in pure water.
Adding further water to the ethanol/water mixture can gradually decrease
the dispersibility of the planet–satellite nanostructure without precipitation
of linear polymer. The sweet spot of the amount of additional water was
found to be approximately 120 ml pure water to 90 ml as-synthesized
colloid (water : ethanol = 20 : 1). Under this condition, the planet–satellite
nanostructure can be easily gathered under only 20 minutes using 6000 rpm.
The planet–satellite nanoparticles are gathered on the wall as a thin film
(rather than a tiny spot, Figure 5.11) due to the quick sedimentation during
the centrifugation process. This film of the planet–satellite nanostructure
can be completely redispersed in CHCl3 with the aid of bath ultrasonication
under 10 minutes. Detailed procedure of this solvent exchange process can
be found in experimental section.
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Owing to the highly efficient centrifugation process, all the planet–
satellite nanoparticles can be collected. In this way, the concentration of
planet–satellite nanostructure can be estimated by assuming that all the
nanoassemblies are collected and dispersed in the final dip-coating colloid.
Using this method, the planet–satellite nanoassemblies are able to be
dispersed in any suitable solvent with predeterminable concentration for
the successive coating process.

Figure 5.11: Film-like of silica-planet–gold-satellite nanostructures collected by the
centrifugation process (6000 rpm, 20 min) with the aid of additional water in the
colloid. Yellow lines highlight the area of collected nanoassemblies.

Optimizing dip-coating parameters
As mentioned in section 5.4.1, the number of parameters for optimizing
dip-coating is reduced to only the type of solvent and the dipping velocity.
In this thesis, ethanol and chloroform were tested for dip-coating. As a result,
chloroform is found to be a suitable solvent for the monolayer formation of
silica-planet–gold-satellite nanoassemblies. The dip-coating experiments
were conducted on the glass, silicon wafer and CaF2 crystal slices. All
surfaces are highly polished with roughness < 5 nm (confirmed by AFM).
For all dip-coating experiment, the substrate was first washed with clean
ethanol and dried with argon flow. After 10 minutes plasma treatment, the
substrate was immediately taken to the dip-coating process. After coating,
the samples are analyzed with AFM to obtain the quality of the monolayer
formation. Typically, there are the following situations: (a) Only islands of
nanoparticles are formed, with no large area (> μm) completely covered by
the nanoassemblies. (b) Monolayer formation is completed over the whole
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sample while significant areas without nanoassemblies are present on the
surface. (c) Homogenous monolayer is formed over the whole substrate,
which is the desired situation. (d) Double layer or multilayer of the
nanoassemblies are formed on the top of the monolayer. In general,
insufficient concentration and high velocity of the dip-coating cause the
incomplete formation of the monolayer, while excessive concentration
causes the occurrence of multilayer issue. In a specific range of
concentration and pulling velocity, the homogenous monolayer formation
can be achieved in a highly reproducible manner. Figure 5.12 shows several
AFM graphs of the typical situations mentioned above. Table 5.3 summarize
the results from the dip-coating experiment.
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Figure 5.12: Typical results for dip-coating from AFM analysis. (a) Island-like, (b)
Monolayer with holes, (c) homogenous monolayer and (d) multilayers (The brown
colored area is the first layer, the dark-yellow area is the 2nd layer and the light-yellow
area is the 3rd area).
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Table 5.3: Summarized results from dip-coating under different pulling velocity using
ethanol and chloroform as solvent for silica-planet–gold-satellite nanostructure. (△)
Island-like, (○) monolayer with holes, (●) homogenous monolayer and (□)
multilayers

Pulling
Ethanol
velocity
1 mg /
mm / min ml
8
4
2
△
1
△
0.6
0.4
△

Ethanol
2 mg /
ml

△
△
△

Ethanol
4 mg /
ml

△
△
△

CHCl3
1 mg
/ml

CHCl3
2 mg
/ml

△
△
△

○
○
●
●

CHCl3
4 mg
/ml
△
△
○
●
●
□

Based on the results from Table 5.3, chloroform was proved to be a
suitable

solvent

for the

dip-coating

of silica-planet–gold-satellite

nanoassemblies. In the range of 2 to 4 mg / ml and pulling velocity in 1 to
0.4 mm / ml the monolayer formation can be archived with high
reproducibility as evidenced by SEM (Figure 5.13). Furthermore, no
significant difference was found between glass, silicon wafer and CaF2
substrate under the same dip-coating condition. Also, no significant impact
of chain-length dependence of the polymer grafted to the SiO2-NP surface
was observed for the performance of the dip-coating process.
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Figure 5.13: SEMicrograph of the monolayer of the planet–satellite structure F on a
silicon wafer. Each spherical object corresponds to a single planet–satellite nano
assembly.

Using the dip-coating method, a well-defined dipping line can be easily
archived. The two sides of the dipping front can serve as perfect intern
comparing samples (Figure 5.14).
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Figure 5.14: A sample of CaF2 substrate coated with the plant−satellite nanostructure.
The reddish-pink area is decorated with a monolayer of planet−satellite
nanoassemblies.

The samples carrying only patterned AuNPs and SiO2-NPs are also
necessary for the control experiment in biological studies. Under the same
optimized condition, the monolayer formation of poly(NiPAAM) capped
AuNPs, and SiO2-NPs were also successful.

5.4.2

Removal of polymer content by plasma treatment

In order to expose the original surface of AuNPs and SiO2-NPs for further
biological functionalization, the polymer content on the nanoparticles must
be completely removed without any residue. Oxygen plasma has been
reported to be a very reliable and efficient method for this task (section 3.2).
Here, the relative mild plasma condition was chosen for the planet–satellite
nanostructure to avoid any melting of AuNPs due to the rise of the
temperature. Briefly, the substrate carrying monolayer of the polymerbased planet–satellite sample is placed in the plasma chamber. With a power
of 100 W, the plasma treatment proceeds for 2 min with 1 min pause for five
cycles. The plasma-cleaned sample remains the same color (reddish)
indicating no melting (geometry change) or aggregation of AuNPs during
the plasma process.
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AFM measurement was also conducted for the plasma-treated substrate.
For polymer-based planet–satellite nanostructure sample F, the height of
nanostructure reduced from ~90 nm to ~35 nm after plasma treatment
(Figure 5.15). The SiO2-NPs used in these nanoassemblies have a diameter
of 35 nm which matches perfectly with the height profile after plasma
treatment indicating no measurable residual polymer content. The texture
of nanoparticles from AFM capture also changed after plasma treatment due
to possibly the insufficient adhesion between nanoparticles and substrate.
It is worth to mention that only the upper side of the substrate is used
for further applications, although no difference in the performance between
both sides is observed.

Figure 5.15: Comparison of height profile of AFM captures of a monolayer of the
polymer-based planet–satellite nanostructure (sample F) on silicon wafer before and
after plasma treatment. The height is evaluated using the data from the marked
windows statistically and displayed below the AFM capture. The significant reduction
of height from ~90 nm to ~35 nm indicates the complete removal of polymer content
since 35 nm corresponds exactly to the size of synthesized SiO2-NPs. A change in the
AFM texture can also be observed due to the changed interaction between
nanoparticles and substrate.

It is concerned that the insufficient plasma etching of polymer content
might generate a trace of carbon-based contaminations on the surface of
nanoparticles. Previous work[102] has confirmed that the carbon content of
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polymer micelle loaded AuNPs can be completely removed using plasma
treatment (both hydrogen and oxygen). It is worth noting that the thickness
of the polymer layer in that work and the polymer shell from the silicaplanet–gold-satellite nanostructure are very comparable (< 100 nm). In this
context, the plasma treatment should be suitable to expose the surface of
both AuNPs and SiO2-NPs for further functionalization at least for this type
of application.

5.4.3

Transfer of binary planet–satellite nanopattern
onto the hydrogel

The hydrogel is a very widely used material for biological experiments.
In the realm of nanopattern induced cell response experiment, hydrogel
(cross-linked PEG) is generally the ideal substrate for the experiments for
its passive biological activity and soft mechanical properties. The biological
inertness provides a perfect background with no presence of biological
labels (e.g., protein, peptide). The softer mechanical property of hydrogel
can mimic the property of the cell environment more realistically.
The dip-coating cannot proceed on the surface of hydrogel due to its
water content. The plasma treatment to remove the polymer content of the
planet–satellite assemblies can also simultaneously activate the hydrogel
(oxidation induced -OH and -COOH groups) which reduce the bio-inertness
of PEG causing unspecific adsorption of biomolecules on the hydrogel. The
planet–satellite nanoassemblies must be created on the inorganic substrate,
i.e., CaF2 in the first step.
Although carrying no -OH group, CaF2 is not suitable for cell experiments
without any passivation. On this point, PEGylation is the commonly used
method to archive the biological passivation on substrate like glass. In
section 5.4.3, PEGylation on the CaF2 surface is attempted using a protocol
that has been successful applied on the glass surface. It is confirmed that the
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PEG passivation is sufficient for melanoma cells but inadequate for an RGD
peptide. The unspecific adsorption of RGD peptide on the background
strongly jeopardizes the application by introducing bio-label onto the
background. Transferring the nanopattern onto hydrogel in high fidelity is
crucial to push the silica-gold binary nanopattern to its desired level of
application.
Hence, a line of the experiment is designed for transferring both AuNPs
and SiO2-NPs entirely onto the surface of the hydrogel. In brief, after
removing all polymer content on the monolayer of the planet–satellite
nanostructure decorated CaF2 surface, linker molecules (acylate) for AuNPs
and SiO2-NPs are introduced to the surface of nanoparticles. With the aid of
the linker, both types of nanoparticles are able to transfer onto the hydrogel
by photopolymerization PEG-diacrylate with the CaF2 substrate.
The attempts of surface passivation of CaF2 by
PEGylation
To evaluate the potential application of the binary AuNPs and SiO2-NPs
decorated CaF2 for the cell-responsive experiment, the biological inertness
of background (i.e., CaF2 substrate) must be studied first. In the early works,
glass was chosen as the substrate. Due to the -OH group on the glass’ surface,
the substrate has a strong affinity towards cells and biological molecules
(e.g., protein, peptide). The strong bio-affinity will critically jeopardize the
cell-response experiment: cells will attach to the surface and even deform
(e.g., adhesion) itself on the substrate; biological labels will be unspecifically
functionalized over the whole substrate making the nano-pattern lose its
role for being the template for the corresponding bio-labels.
In this regard, the interaction between CaF2 and cell/bio-labels must be
studied in the first place. The inertness of the background must be proved
in order to get any rational conclusion for any biological experiment. So far,
the biological affinity of CaF2 for the cell-response experiment have not been
reported in the literature. On this point, the attachment of melanoma cell
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and cyclic RGD on the CaF2 surface is tested. The melanoma cell and RGD
peptide are the candidates for the cell-response experiments on the binary
pattern. In brief, the RGD peptide is known to induce the cell
spreading/adhesion for melanoma cells if the distance between RGD is
suitable.[137] Melanoma cell is the cause of many skin cancers and being
focused by our cooperation partner.
The test of bio-affinity can be carried out in a simple experiment. By
incubating the substrate with a solution containing a certain amount of
melanoma cells and then washing with phosphate-buffered saline (PBS), the
bio-affinity of the surface can be directly evaluated through observing the
behavior of the cells. For a passive surface, most cells will be washed off from
the surface after incubation and the remaining cells stay spherical (Figure
5.16a). For an active surface, the cells tend to attach to the surface firmly,
the washing process will not significantly decrease the number of attached
cells on the substrate (Figure 5.16b). From this test, CaF2 showed a strong
affinity towards melanoma cells. In this context, the surface passivation
(PEGylation) on CaF2 is inevitable for further experiments.
The PEGylation on CaF2 seems a challenging for the lack of known
chemistry on CaF2 crystals. However, the widely used PEGylation on glass
by using poly-l-lysine-graft-peg (PLL-g-PEG) is based on the electrostatic
interaction[138] between positively charged PLL chain (protonated -NH2
group) and negatively charged glass surface (deprotonated -OH group). In
this regard, the surface passivation of the CaF2 using PLL-g-PEG is carried
out using the same protocol by introducing charges using oxygen plasma.
The PEGylation was carried out by simply incubating the plasma-treated
CaF2 in a 1 mg / ml PLL-g-PEG solution for 40 min. The sample is then
washed with water and dried with argon flow. The freshly prepared sample
was incubated in melanoma cells culture medium and then rinsed with
water.
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Figure 5.16: Micrograph of remaining melanoma cells on the substrate after incubation
and rinsing with water. A) Plasma treated CaF2 surface. A significant amount of cells
are attached to the surface while maintaining its spherical shape. B) PEGylated CaF2
surface. The number of attached cells is significantly reduced compared with A). C)
Plasma treated glass surface without passivation. Cell spreading can be observed here
indicating a strong interaction between unprotected glass surfaces and cells.

Figure 5.16 demonstrates the results of the cell's attachment test on
original CaF2, PEGylated CaF2, and glass (control sample), respectively. The
effective passivation of PLL-g-PEG on CaF2 is confirmed by observing a
significantly decreased number of attached melanoma cells. Furthermore,
no cell deformation was observed on a CaF2 substrate indicating that no
strong biological activity is taking place between CaF2 substrate and cells.
The next step is to validate if the passivation of CaF2 is also sufficient
against the biomolecules. A thiolated (by cysteine) cyclic RGD
(cyclo(RGDfE)-PEG-5-CCC) is used here which is design for the
functionalization on AuNPs. Briefly, after the polymer content of the planet–
satellite nanostructure decorated CaF2 substrate is removed by plasma
treatment, the sample is first incubated in PLL-g-PEG solution for
PEGylation. After rinsing with water, the substrate is then placed on a
droplet of RGD solution for 3 hours for a sufficient immobilization of the biolabels on AuNPs. The same procedure of cell response is then repeated.
Figure 5.17 shows the result of the cell response experiment. The
response of melanoma cells can be clearly observed from B) and C),
indicating the presence of RGD peptide on the surface. However, the cell
spreading can be observed on both sides (left = with nanoparticles, right =
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blank) of the dipping line on C), indicating the non-specific binding of RGD
on the CaF2 background. This non-specific binding of biomolecules is
unfavored for the cell-response experiment. In this regard, the present
method of using PLL-g-PEG on of CaF2 provides only limited passivation
which is sufficient for melanoma cell but not for RGD peptides.

Figure 5.17: Micrograph of remaining melanoma cells on the substrate after incubation
with melanoma cells and rinsing with water. A) On the PEGylated CaF2 surface without
nanoparticles and RGD peptide. B) PEGylated CaF2 surface which has incubated with
RGD solution. The number of attached cells is significantly raised (compared with A)
with significant cell spreading. C) Binary planet–satellite nanoparticles decorated CaF2
substrate with PEGylation and RGD. The yellow line in the middle of the micrograph is
the dipping-line. The left-side of the graph is decorated with nanoparticles while the
right-side contains no NPs.

Since the passivation meets its bottleneck on CaF2, the strategy to
develop a new approach is required here for providing an inert background
for both cells and biomolecules. In the next section, a method for
transferring the nanopattern onto hydrogel will be demonstrated for this
task.
Transferring binary nanopattern from CaF2 onto
hydrogel
To transfer patterned nanostructures from inorganic substrate onto
hydrogel requires a linker molecule which covalently connecting NPs and
hydrogel matrix (section 3.2.1). For transferring AuNPs from glass to
hydrogel, N,N’-Bis(acryloyl)cystamine (BAC) was used in previous
works.[69,77] BAC contains a disulfide group that is strongly aurophilic thus
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provides a very stable covalently binding to AuNPs while the acryloyl endgroups of BAC also provide covalent bond to hydrogel (PEG-diacrylate)
matrix during the photon-initiated polymerization.
For SiO2-NPs, a suitable linker must be chosen and the condition for its
anchoring on NPs must be optimized to provide sufficient capping density
for the transfer. Again, the silane chemistry can be applied here: the linker
molecule should carry silyl ether moiety for anchoring a SiO2 surface while
possesses the acryloyl group for binding into the hydrogel matrix. 3Acryloxypropyltrimethoxysilane (APTOS) is chosen as a linker here. Base on
the experience, the silane anchoring experiment can proceed well in a polar
solvent (e.g., CHCl3 or THF) at room temperature. CHCl3 is chosen here since
both BAC and APTOS are soluble in it. Practically this means both linker
molecules can be introduced onto the corresponding NPs’ surfaces in a
single step. The process of the transfer is illustrated in Figure 5.18. The
substrate is incubated in a CHCl3 solution containing 1mM BAC and 100 mM
APTOS overnight at room temperature. After rinsing with clean CHCl3, the
sample is ready for the transfer.
The transfer step is very staightforward: by polymerizing PEG-diacrylate
with the prepared sample, the nanoparticles will be covalently bound into
the cross-linked PEG. In doing so, the substrate is placed in a Teflon mold
and then the mold is filled carefully with a solution consisting of 50% water,
50%

of

PEG-diacrylate

(Mn = 700g / mol)

hydroxyethoxy)-2-methylpropiophenone

and

(HHMPP

2-Hydroxy-4’-(2-

1 mg / mL,

photo-

initiator). It’s worth mentioning that the side of CaF2 is marked and only the
upside is used though the whole experiment. The polymerization proceeds
for 3 min under UV radiation. The whole mold is put into water so the CaF2
substrate can detached from the hydrogel matrix spontaneously. It can be
clearly seen that the reddish material transferred from the CaF2 surface onto
the hydrogel surface (Figure 5.18).
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To validate the transfer of both AuNPs and SiO2-NPs, the CaF2 substrate
is analyzed with AFM. Figure 5.19 shows the micrograph of CaF2 after
transfer. This figure shows clearly that both AuNPs and SiO2-NPs are
completely removed from the surface, indicating a complete transfer of both
NPs onto hydrogel. It should be mentioned here that, the interaction
between NPs and the substrate is rather strong; even using mechanical
stretching, both AuNPs and SiO2 cannot be efficiently removed from CaF2.
This strongly suggests the nanoparticles are transferred onto the hydrogel
rather than detached from the surface during the incubation in CHCl3.

Figure 5.18: Schematic illustrated experimental procedure of transferring planet–
satellite nanostructures onto hydrogel including photos for CaF2 and hydrogel samples.
The reddish part of the sample is the area decorated with nanoparticles (SPR band of
AuNPs).
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Figure 5.19: Surface of CaF2 crystal after the transfer of nanoparticles onto hydrogel.
No particle can be observed on the surface.

Conclusion
In

this

section,

the

synthesis

of

silica-planet–gold-satellite

nanostructures are studied in detail including fabricating of dense
poly(NiPAAM) capped SiO2-NPs (the “planet”) in a completely separated
manner and the successive self-assembly of the planet SiO2 with satellite
AuNPs.
The poly(NiPAAM) capped SiO2-NPs are fabricated through a graftingfrom approach from RAFT-capped SiO2 which is obtained via a two-step
reaction. The polymerization condition is optimized in detail including the
choosing of solvent and pretreatment of polymerization’s colloid to archive
the complete dispersion of SiO2-NPs during the polymerization. Under the
optimized conditions, planet NPs can be produced without significant
presence of dimer silica cores.
The conditions of the self-assembly process of the planet–satellite
nanostructure are optimized to proceed at room temperature in several
minutes with very high reproducibility. Owing to the flexible synthetic
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strategy, the geometry of planet–satellite nanostructure including
interparticle distance, size of both planet / satellite nanoparticles, and the
number of the satellite nanoparticles can be precisely tuned. From the
statistic evaluation on the TEMicrograph, the interparticle distance between
planet and satellite nanoparticles can be tuned from 10 to 50 nm by
changing the chain length of the linker polymer grafted on SiO2-NPs.
From the nano-sized planet–satellite structure to the macroscopic
nanopatterned surface, the dip-coating technique is applied here to create a
monolayer on the CaF2 surface. We have seen in section 5.4.3 that the CaF2
substrate is not suitable for cell experiments due to insufficient passivation
(PEGylation) for RGD peptide. (Although the passivation is sufficient for
melanoma cells) To address this issue, a strategy for covalently transferring
both AuNPs and SiO2-NPs onto hydrogel is established.
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Further Development of RAFT-Polymer Functionalized
Nanoparticle Assemblies

Owing to the inherent flexibility in designing the polymer structure and
fabricating

nano

components,

the

RAFT-polymer

functionalized

nanoassemblies can quickly expend their utility by integrating new
properties

from

functional

polymers

and

further

additional

nanocomponents. This chapter demonstrates two distinct ubiquitous
methodologies to build new features into the nanoassemblies.
The first strategy

[139]

focuses on the functional polymer. Sofar,

poly(NiPAAM) and poly(MMA) was used for fabricating nanostructure.
Section 6.1 demonstrates an efficient synthesis route for the gold/silvercore–PE-shell nanohybrids in a simple self-assembly approach using and
trithiocarbonate terminated PE. Those nanoassemblies showed similar
solubility as PE. DLS showcases the reversible thermoresponsive
aggregation/disaggregation properties of these nanohybrids.
The second approach utilized the micro-emulsion technique used in the
synthesis of the SiO2-NPs. This technique not only provides the synthesis of
highly spherical SiO2-NPs, but it also gives access to a one-to-one silica
coating of small (<15 nm) nanoparticles. Here, the magnetite nanoparticles
(MNP) are introduced into the SiO2-NPs as a functional core for its
superparamagnetism. The MNP is thus completely separated from each
other owing to the one-to-one silica coating and polymer shells. Hence, the
magnetic interaction between each MNP is effectively inhibited which is
highly favored in the realm of magnetic hyperthermia applications.
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Polyethylene-grafted gold and silver nanoparticles
using catalyzed chain growth
Polyethylene is one of the most widely used polymers for its unique
properties (e.g., strong resistance to solvent, mechanical and thermal
resistance) and low cost. Various composite materials for PE and
nanoparticles have been synthesized by in situ polymerization yielding
polymer-nanoparticle blend. However, the surface modification on the
nanoparticles using PE has only a few examples of silica[140] and iron
oxide[141]. To the best of author’s knowledge, the surface modification with
PE brush on AuNPs and AgNPs has not been reported. The major challenge
here is to synthesis PE with a well-defined anchoring group for AuNPs and
AgNPs.
Here, catalyzed chain growth technique is applied to obtain magnesium
end-functionalized PE. Using an Nd based metallocene precatalyst
((cp*)2NdCl2Li(OEt)2) in a combination of a diorganomagnesium compound
is used as an activator and chain transfer agent. (Figure 6.1). By successive
reaction with bis(benzylsulfinyl thiocarbonyl)disulfide, the RAFT group can
be introduced to the PE as end-termini.[142] An additional reaction of RAFT
terminated PE with hydrazine can yield thiol terminated PE. The molar mass
of the yielded PE is determined by GPC (Mp = 2.5 ∙ 103 g ∙ mol–1)

Figure 6.1: Synthesis route for trithiolcarbonate and thiol terminated PE. Adapted from
ref. [139] with permission from Wagner, J; Peng, W; Vana, P. Polymers 2018, 10(4), 407.
Open access.

The end-group functionalized PE is ready for the self-assembly of core–
shell-structures with AuNPs and AgNPs. Due to the limited solubility of PE
(only in unpolar solvent, e.g., toluene), the utilized AuNPs and AgNPs should
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possess excellent dispersibility in solvent like toluene. Base on this
consideration, tetraoctylammonium bromide (TOAB) capped gold from
Brust-Schiffrin synthesis and oleylamine capped silver nanoparticles are
applied here.
Grafting of both RAFT and thiol terminated PE to the surface AuNPs and
AgNPs can be archived sharing the same simple protocol: in a typical run,
end-group functionalized PE was dissolved in toluene at 90 °C to achieve a
complete solution of the polyethylene chains. Toluene colloid containing
metal NPs were injected into the polymer solution and stirred for 30 min at
90 °C. To avoid oxidation of the silver particles at higher temperatures, the
process was performed under an argon atmosphere.
Transmission electron microscopy was performed (Figure 6.2).
Comparing the images of unfunctionalized Au/AgNPs with PE capped
Au/AgNPs, an increase in interparticle distance can be clearly seen for the
PE capped Au/AgNPs indicating the formation of the PE shell. Furthermore,
there is no significant difference between RAFT terminated PE and thiol
terminated PE in any analysis and experiment.
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Figure 6.2: TEMicrograph of a) ~5 nm Brust-Schiffrin AuNPs, b) PE functionalized
AuNPs, c) Oleylamine capped AgNPs, d) PE capped AgNPs. Adapted from ref. [139] with
permission from Wagner, J; Peng, W; Vana, P. Polymers 2018, 10(4), 407. Open access.

The PE capped AuNPs and AgNPs inherit the unique solution property of
the PE. Figure 6.3 demonstrates the temperature dependence of the PE
functionalized AuNPs(left) and AgNPs(right): Both nanoparticles have
perfect dispersibility above the solution temperature of PE (80 °C) while
precipitating under 80 °C. DLS reveals the increasing hydrodynamic radius
of unfunctionalized NPs (~10 nm), PE capped NPs in toluene at 90 °C
(~25 nm) and

PE capped NPs in toluene at 25 °C (aggregated). The

transition temperature is determined for PE capped AuNPs using UV-Vis
spectroscopy. By monitoring the 530 nm peaks of AuNPs (surface plasmonic
resonance absorption peak), the presence of dispersed AuNPs in the colloid
can be precisely detected. The spectra were taken in 5 °C steps with 2 h
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equilibrium time between each measurement. Figure 6.4 demonstrates the
temperature dependence of the dispersed number of AuNPs. A sharp
transition can be seen in Figure 6.4(left) between 65 °C and 75 °C.
Furthermore, the PE-AuNPs has undergone several temperature cycles
between 25 °C and 90 °C while monitoring its absorption at 530 nm. The
temperature cycles in Figure 6.4(right) demonstrates the completely
reversible temperature-dependent aggregation-dispersion property of the
PE capped AuNPs.

Figure 6.3: Upper: Temperature-dependent solubility of polyethylene grafted gold and
silver nanoparticles. Lower: Intensity distributions from dynamic light scattering
measurements of unfunctionalized and polyethylene-functionalized gold- and silvernanoparticles. The data for PE-AgNPs at room temperature is not avaliable because the
size of the aggregate is too large for DLS to measure. Adapted from ref.

[139]

with

permission from Wagner, J; Peng, W; Vana, P. Polymers 2018, 10(4), 407. Open access.
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Figure 6.4: UV–vis measurement for temperature change (left) and cycling (right) on
PE-AuNPs in toluene. The low value of absorption at 25 C indicates the absence of PEAuNPs in the light pathway, which is located in the middle of the cuvette. In this case,
PE-AuNPs are segregated. Adapted from ref. [139] with permission from Wagner, J; Peng,
W; Vana, P. Polymers 2018, 10(4), 407. Open access.

Beyond the temperature-dependent solution behavior, a further
intriguing property of the PE capped AuNPs/AgNPs is the perfect
dispersibility in the PE matrix. Figure 6.5 shows the TEMicrograph of PE
matrix containing low (~4 w%) and high (~10–15 w%) NPs. It can be
clearly seen that both AuNPs and AgNPs can be perfectly dispersed in the PE
matrix without any degree of aggregation.
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Figure 6.5: TEMicrographs of dispersed PE-AuNPs with a high (a) and low (b) particle
content and for PE–AgNPs with high (c) and low (d) particle content in a polyethylene
matrix. Adapted from ref.

[139]

with permission from Wagner, J; Peng, W; Vana, P.

Polymers 2018, 10(4), 407. Open access.

In conclusion, these results validated the general feasibility of
RAFT/thiol terminated polymer as a powerful tool to functionalize both
AuNPs and AgNPs by applying a simple and effective protocol. The PE
functionalized AuNPs and AgNPs possesses very high colloidal stability in
terms of time and thermal stability. The temperature-dependent solubility
was introduced to the PE functionalized NPs. The PE shell further provides
a perfect dispersibility of metal nanoparticles in the PE matrix.
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Silica-coated magnetite nanoparticles carrying a highdensity polymer brush shell of hydrophilic polymer
This section demonstrates a simple and versatile strategy for fabricating
hydrophilic

polymer

(PNiPAAM)

capped magnetite-core‒silica-shell

nanohybrids. The nanoassemblies possess a well-defined structure
integrating the favorable superparamagnetic property of MNP with the
functional polymer. The dense polymer shell enables a precise patterning of
the magnetic nanohybrids with a tunable interparticle distance ranging
from 20 nm to 80 nm. The silica and polymer also play a very effective role
at shielding the magnetic interaction between MNPs which is highly on
demand for magnetic hyperthermia applications. SQUID measurement
proves the effectively inhibited magnetic interaction.
Magnetite nanoparticles have attracted huge research interest over
recent years for extensive applications especially in medical field, e.g.,
magnetic resonance imaging,[143-148] drug-delivery,[149-151] tumor treatment
(hyperthermia).[152-155] In the field of in vivo studies, dispersibility,
arrangement, and interaction between MNPs often decide the performance
of MNP.[154,156] Especially for the magnetic hyperthermia, the aggregation
can cause huge performance diminishing due to the strong interaction
between MNPs in the aggregated state.[154,156] On this point, surface
modification of MNPs is inevitably important to control and optimize the
interparticle interaction. The basic idea in this work to monitor the
interaction between MNPs is by using SiO2 and polymer brush as a spacer to
separate MNPs: one-to-one silica coating is the key step here to isolate MNPs
from each other permanently. Furthermore, intensively studied functional
polymer brush on nanoparticles provides many advantages, e.g., enhanced
biocompatibility and colloidal stability.[53]
~8 nm oleylamine-capped MNPs from a thermal decomposition
synthesis[157] is chosen here as a superparamagnetic core. To achieve the
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one-to-one silica coating on the MNPs, the reverse microemulsion
method[64,158,159] is applied here. This method also enables fine control of the
shell thickness on the nanoscale (13.9 ± 2.1 nm in this work). The desired
size of MNP@SiO2 is above 30 nm in consideration of potential applicability
for intravenous medical applications[151]. TEMicrograph (Figure 6.6) shows
the yielded MNP@SiO2; the diameter of the particle is determined as 35.7 ±
3.7 nm which meets well the size requirement.

Figure 6.6: Synthetic scheme for the preparation of high-density poly(NiPAAM)-grafted
MNP@SiO2 nanohybrids. Adapted with permission from ref. [65]. Copyright 2018 John
Wiley & Sons, Inc.

The MNP@SiO2 is then ready for the surface-initiated RAFT
polymerization with NiPAAM. The experimental condition for immobilizing
RAFT agent onto the surface of SiO2-NPs and the successive surface-initiated
polymerization is the same as described in section 5.2. The whole synthetic
scheme is summarized in Figure 6.6. Using this method, dense
poly(NiPAAM) capped

Figure 6.7 demonstrates the highly ordered

hexagonal pattern of MNP@SiO2 owing to the narrow size distribution of the
grafted polymer. The relationship between interparticle distance and
molecular weight of the grafted polymer can be well reproduced here
comparting with the result in Figure 6.7 of the poly(NiPAAM) grafted SiO2NPs under the analogous experimental condition. (Polymerization’s
condition is summarized in Table 7.2 in Section 7.4)
Now we focus on the magnetic properties of the nanoassemblies.
Magnetic characterization of the resulting core–shell particles was
performed using a superconducting quantum interference device (SQUID,
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Figure 6.9). Owing to the well-defined structures, a coherent study of the
influence of silica coating and polymer brush on the magnetic properties and
the interparticle magnetic interaction can be accomplished. Figure 6.9a
shows no observable hysteresis loop indicating the superparamagnetic
behavior of all the samples at room temperature. The specific saturation
sample

magnetization ( 𝑀s

) decreases significantly when going from pure

nanoparticles to silica-coated and finally to polymer-brush coated particles.
However, if we normalize Ms to the mass of the MNPs cores, 𝑀score , the value
for MNP@SiO2 (60.5 emu ∙ g‒1) matches very well with that of the uncoated
MNPs (61.0 emu ∙ g‒1), showing that the decrease in the “apparent Ms”
simply originates from the decreasing mass ratio of magnetite when
covering with silica and grafted polymer. The ZFC/FC curves give insight
into the interaction between MNPs in different samples. The significant
broadening of the ZFC peak in Figure 6.9b for the unfunctionalized MNP is
not mainly caused by inhomogeneous particle size distribution, but by
magnetic interactions between the particles[160]. Once the MNPs are coated
with silica or further capped with polymer brush, the ZFC peak becomes
narrower and the FC curve at low temperature (< 50 K) becomes convex.
Both changes indicate a reduced interaction between MNPs as a
consequence of their greater distance. At blocking temperature ( TB), the
transition between superparamagnetism and blocked state occurs. In
general, TB decreases with increasing interparticle distances of the
MNPs[161]. TB decreases significantly from 72 K of unfunctionalized MNPs to
33 K for both coated MNPs. These results consist well with the
announcements from a computational study[162]. The magnetic dipole
interaction can be neglected if the MNPs are fixed in the matrix and
separated from each other by a distance larger than three times of their
diameter (d = 7.9 nm, distance between MNPs > 30 nm, in our case). The
above results impressively demonstrate that the magnetic dipole
interaction of the MNP cores is very effectively reduced to a negligible level.
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Figure 6.7: TE micrographs of poly(NiPAAM)-grafted MNP@SiO2 for samples I to V.
MNP@SiO2 are found in hexagonal patterns with distinct spacing. TEM images with
lower magnification are shown in supporting information. Adapted with permission
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Figure 6.8: Average interparticle spacing independence of poly(NiPAAM)-grafted
MNP@SiO2 samples I to V vs. Mn of the free polymers. Adapted with permission from
ref. [65]. Copyright 2018 John Wiley & Sons, Inc.
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Figure 6.9: (a) Magnetization for MNP, MNP@SiO2 and Poly(NiPAAM) grafted
MNP@SiO2 (sample I) at room temperature. The saturation magnetization is read as
61.0, 1.75 and 0.56 emu ∙ g−1 for mass normalization of the sample. (b) Zero field
cooled/field cooled (ZFC/FC) measurements of the corresponding sample at

H = 100 Oe. Adapted with permission from ref. [65]. Copyright 2018 John Wiley & Sons,
Inc.

Conclusion
This chapter demonstrates two different pathways to introduce further
functionality to the RAFT polymer functionalized nanoparticles. In the first
approach, polyethylene brush is successfully introduced to both AuNPs and
AgNPs by using RAFT or thiol terminated PE. The PE functionalized AuNPs
and AgNPs possess the temperature-dependent solubility of PE. DLS and UV-
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Vis spectroscopy were applied to monitor this transition. The transition’s
temperature is determined between 65 and 70 °C and this transition is
completely reversible over many cycles. Furthermore, these PE capped
metal nanoparticles hybrid and can be perfectly dispersed in PE matrix with
very high NPs content and long-term stability.
The second approach is to introduce an extra functional nanocore into
the silica. ~8 nm Magnetite NPs is chosen as a superparamagnetic core.
Using the w/o reverse microemulsion technique, the one-to-one silica
coating of MNP can be archived yielding ~36 nm SiO2-NPs carrying a single
MNP core. The RAFT group is then anchored onto the surface with
successive surface-initiated polymerization as described in section 5.2.
Polymer capped MNP@SiO2 can self-assmebly into a 2D hexagonal pattern
using simply drop-casting. The interparticle distance can also be precisely
tuned by the chain length of the grafted polymer. SQUID measurements
validate the effectively inhibited magnetic interaction between MNP cores
due to the silica coating and polymer shell. This character is particularly
favorable for the hyperthermia applications.
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Experimental

Chemicals
Silica capped magnetite nanoparticles with magnetite core are kindly
provided by Yingying Cai from the institute of physical chemistry at the
University of Göttingen. Thiol and RAFT terminated polyethylene is kindly
provided by Jannik Wagner from the institute of physical chemistry at the
University of Göttingen. The 4-arm star RAFT agent is kindly provided by
Christian Roßner from the institute of physical chemistry at the University
of Göttingen. PLL(20 kDa)-g-PEG(20 kDa) solution is kindly provided by
Katharina-Amschler from the university medical center Göttingen. Ethanol
(Sigma-Aldrich, 99.8%), oleylamine (ACROS, approximate C18-content 80–
90%), 3-aminopropyldimethylethoxysilane (abcr, 97%), IGEPAL® CO-520
(Average Mn = 441 g ∙ mol−1, Sigma-Aldrich), n-hexane (VWR, 98.4%),
dimethylacetamide (Fluka ,HPLC), chloroform (Fischer, HPLC), cyclohexane
(VWR, ≥ 99%), aqueous ammonia (VWR, ~32%), tetraethyl orthosilicate
(Sigma Aldrich, ≥ 99%), mercaptothiazoline (Sigma Aldrich, 98%), 1,4dioxane (ROTH, ≥ 99.5%), dicyclohexylcarbodiimide (Sigma-Aldrich, 99%),
4-(dimethylamino)pyridine

(Sigma-Aldrich,

(dodecylsulfanyl-thio-carbonyl)-sulfanylpentanoic

99%),
acid

4-cyano-4(CDSPA,

abcr,

≥ 97%), DMF (Sigma-Aldrich, 99.8%), methanol (Sigma-Aldrich, 99.8%),
sodium citrate tribasic dihydrate (Sigma-Aldrich, 99%), diisopropylether
(ACROS, 99%), toluene (Fischer, HPLC), AgNO3 (Fluka, 98%), hydrogen
tetrachloroaurate

trihydrate

(ABCR,

99.9%),

cyclic

RGD

peptide

(Cyclo(RGDfE)-PEG-5-CCC, Peptide Specialty Laboratories, Heidelberg),
PEG-diacylate

(Mn = 480 Da,

Sigma-Aldrich),

2-hydroxy-4’-(2-
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hydroxyethoxy)-2-methylpropiophenome

(TCI,

>98%),

N,N’-bis-

(acryloyl)cystamine (Alfa Aesar, 98%), 3-acryloxypropyltrimethoxysilane
(Sigma-Aldrich, 92%), CaF2 crystal (Korth Kristalle) were used as received.
NiPAAM was recrystallized twice from toluene/hexane (3 : 1) and stored
at 3 °C prior to use. AIBN (Fluka, 98%) was recrystallized twice from
diisopropylether and stored at − 20 °C prior to use. Tetrahydrofuran (Acros,
99.9%) was dried over CaH2 overnight and distilled before use. Nanopure
(type I) water was obtained from a Millipore water purification system
equipped with a UV lamp (electric resistivity 18.2 MΩ ·cm).

Equipment and analytical methods
Size-exclusion chromatography (SEC)
SEC characterization of poly(NiPAAM) was performed at 45 °C with
DMAc containing 0.1% LiBr as eluent on an Agilent 1260 Infinity SEC system
with solvent pump, a PSS GRAM precolumn (8 ⨯ 50 mm; 5 µm particle size),
three PSS GRAM separation columns (PSS SDV; 8 ⨯ 300 mm; 30 Å, 103 Å and
103 Å pore sizes). An Agilent RI detector and an Agilent UV detector were
applied. The flow rate was set at 0.8 mL ·min−1. The setup was calibrated
with linear poly(methylmethacrylate) standards with low dispersity. All
samples (5 g ·L−1) were filtered through a 0.45 µm PTFE filters prior to
injection.
For star polymers measured on this SEC set up the results for average
molar masses were multiplied with a factor of 1.3. [131]
Transmission electron microscopy (TEM)
TEM measurements were conducted on a Philips CM 12 TEM. The TEM
was operated at an acceleration voltage of 120 kV and an emission current
of 3–4 µA. The focused electron spot has a diameter of 10 µm. A 50 µm
aperture was used in the condenser lens and all scattered electrons were
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blocked with a 20 µm aperture. The instrument was equipped with an
Olympus 1376 × 1032 pixel CCD-camera. All samples were prepared on
Plano 200 mesh copper TEM grid holding an amorphous carbon film by the
drop-casting method and slowly evaporation of the solvent. The TEM grids
were placed on a laboratory paper tissue, and one drop of a mixture was
given onto them through a glass pipette. The TEM grid was immediately
covered with a glass cup until all solvent had evaporated.
High-resolution transmission electron Microscopy
(HRTEM) and high angle annular dark-field scanning
transmission electron microscope (HAADF-STEM)
HRTEM and HAADF-STEM images were acquired on a FEI Titan 80-300
Environmental TEM equipped with a corrector of spherical aberration at the
image side and a Gatan Imaging Filter (GIF) Quantum 965ER. The
microscope was operated at 300 kV. The inner and outer electron collecting
angle of the HAADF detector was set to be 70 and 200 mrad respectively,
and the probe semi-convergence angle was about 10 mrad. The spectrum
images were composed using L2,3-edge of silver and M4,5-edge of gold.
UV-Vis spectroscopy
Optical absorption spectroscopy was performed with a Cary 300 scan
photo spectrometer in solution against pure solvent (baseline subtraction
method). Hellma quartz cuvettes with a thickness of 10 mm were used as
sample holder. The scan rate was 150 nm ·min−1 in steps of 0.5 nm.
Dynamic light scattering (DLS)
The DLS was performed on a Malvern Zetasizer Nano S system operating
at 633 nm at scattering angle of 173°. Dilute samples were passed through
0.45 μm PTFE filters. The measurements were conducted at 25 °C if not
specially mentioned.
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Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA)
Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) was carried out using a TG 209 F3
Tarsus analyzer in the temperature range from 25 to 1000 °C at a heating
rate of 10 °C/min. The experiments were performed under N2 gas at a rate
of 20 mL/min.
Super quantum interference device (SQUID)
measurement
SQUID measurement was carried out on a Quantum Design MPMS-XL-5
magnetometer. ZFC/FC curves were recorded with a static field of 100 Oe in
the range from 295 to 2 K.
Atomic force microscopy (AFM)
Atomic force microscopy measurement was carried out on a Bruker
Multimode 8 equipped with Scanasyst-Air with the resonance frequency of
70 kHz, spring constant of 0.40 N/m. The measurement was conducted via
NanoScope software.
Plasma cleaner
The plasma etching was conducted using a Diener Zepto plasma cleaner.
The plasma cleaner operated at 0.4 mbar air using a 40 kHz 100 W generator.
UV curing chamber
The photopolymerization of PEG-diacrylate was carried out in a curing
chamber Hönle UVACUBE inert equipped with flooded CO2. A standard
mercury lamp with a power of 100W/cm was used here.
Bath sonicator
An Elmasonic S30H bath-type ultrasonicator was applied for dispersing
nanoparticles from the centrifugation process or as pre-treatment for
polymerization. The sonicator operated with an ultrasonic frequency of
37 kHz and an effective sonication power of 80 W. The operation
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temperature of the water was kept below 50 °C. The sample waa placed in
the center of the bath using a metal clamp.
Tip sonicator
A Fischerbrand Model 120 sonic dismembrator was applied to disperse
SiO2-NPs in the centrifugation/redispersion cycles. The tip-sonicator
operates at 20 kHz with a max power of 120 W. The actual used power must
be adjusted to suit the size of the samples.

Synthesis of nanoparticles
Synthesis of citrate-capped gold nanoparticles
The wet-chemical synthetic procedure has been described in
literature.[17] All glassware was cleaned by aqua regia and rinsed many times
with nanopure water and oven-dried prior to the experiments.
In a typical synthesis, 5 mL hot solution of sodium citrate (5 mL, 39 mM,
3.9 equiv.) was added to a boiling solution of HAuCl4 (100 mL, 0.5 mM, 1.0
equiv.) under vigorous stirring. The mixture was refluxed for further 15
minutes and cooled slowly to room temperature. The colloidal suspension
was stored in polypropylene tubes in the dark at room temperature.
To prepare the TEM sample, a small amount (3 ml) of as-prepared AuNP
sol is transferred into chloroform containing octadecylamine. The synthesis
typically yielded AuNPs with a diameter of 12.7 ± 0.8 nm (Figure 7.1).
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Figure 7.1: Exemplary TEM image and size distribution histogram of citrate-capped
AuNPs. Adapted with permission from ref.

[74].

Copyright 2016 American Chemical

Society.

Synthesis of oleylamine capped silver nanoparticles
~9 nm silver nanoparticles were synthesized following a method
reported by Hiramatsu et al.[132] In a typical experiment, 51 mg AgNO3
(0.30 mmol, 1 equv.) was dissolved in oleylamine (2.00 g, 7.48 mmol,
24.9 equiv.) under sonication. The oleylamine solution was then injected to
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50 ml refluxing toluene, which was purged with argon for 15 minutes. The
solution was left stirring for 16 h under argon in order to prevent oxidation
of the AgNPs. The color of the solution turned slowly from slightly yellow to
orange then to dark yellow. After the reaction, the mixture was cooled to
room temperature and concentrated to about 15 mL via rotary evaporation.
160 mL of methanol was added to the mixture to yield a yellowish
suspension. The colloidal suspension was centrifuged at 956 G for 20 min
and the supernatant was removed. The segregated material was redispersed
in 12 mL hexane and precipitated again with 80 mL of methanol. The
segregated material could be gathered through centrifugation (27 G, 5 min)
and finally redispersed in chloroform for further experiments. AgNPs which
had been subjected to two centrifugations were named “AgNP washed 2x”.
An additional redispersion-centrifugation cycle (hexane/methanol)
could be applied in order to gain further removal of the OA on AgNPs. After
the additional centrifugation process, the segregated material is redispersed
in 12 mL chloroform for further experiments. AgNPs which had been
subjected to three centrifugations were named “AgNP washed 3x”. The assynthesized AgNPs were applied for further experiments immediately after
the work-up process.
This synthesis typically yielded OA-capped AgNPs with a diameter of
9.2 ± 2.6 nm. Earlier synthesis of AgNPs has been conducted under ambient
air. The resulted AgNPs can be dispersed in methanol, showing an
insufficient capping of OA on AgNPs caused by oxidation at the high reaction
temperature.
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Figure 7.2: Exemplary TEM images and size distribution histogram of OA-capped
AgNPs. Adapted with permission from ref.

[74].

Copyright 2016 American Chemical

Society.

Synthesis of ~35 nm SiO2 with reverse microemulsion
method
IGEPAL® CO-520 (31.3 g) and cyclohexane (250 mL) were mixed
together under stirring for 10 min. Ammonia (32%, 2.3 mL) was then
dropwise added to the solution and the mixture was allowed to be stirred
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for another 30 min before the addition of TEOS (1.72 mL). The reaction
proceeded for approximately 16 hours at room temperature under vigorous
stirring. The reaction was quenched by the addition of a large excess of
ethanol (~ 50 mL), the SiO2-NPs were purified by three-fold centrifugation
cycles in ethanol (5000 rpm, 30 min). It is worth mentioning that tipsonicator is applied here to re-disperse the SiO2-NPs after centrifuge. The
product was dried in vacuo.
This protocol provides uniform SiO2-NPs with a diameter of 38 ± 1 nm.

Figure 7.3: Exemplary TEM images and size distribution histogram of SiO2-NPs.
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Optimized synthesis of ~4.5 nm Brust-Schiffrin AuNPs
This protocol was optimized from the method reported by Schiffrin et

al.[62] Hydrogen tetrachloroauratetrihydrate (94.5 mg, 0.240 mmol) in
nanopure water (20 mL) and tetra-octylammoniumbromide (524.9 mg,
0.960 mmol) in toluene (20 mL) were mixed in two PP centrifuge tubes (10
+ 10 ml for each tube) and shaken vigorously for 120 s. The organic layer
was then removed carefully with a 5 ml pipette and transferred to an unused
disposable flat-bottom glass flask (100 mL with crimp neck). A freshly
prepared solution of sodium borohydride (72.6 mg, 1.92 mmol) in water (5
mL) was quickly added to the flask under vigorously stirring (1200 rpm)
with a tiny stir bar (length <1 cm) on a digital stirrer. The stirring velocity
(1200 rpm) was kept for 120 s and then slowed down to 300 rpm so that
organic and aqueous phases are not turbulently mixed. The mixture was
stirred for a further 4 hours. Occasionally, some black gold settles down in
the aqueous phase. In this case, the contact of the aggregated material with
the organic phase should be avoided. The organic layer was then carefully
moved to a separator funnel (cleaned with aqua regia and nanopure water)
and washed with dilute sulphuric acid (5%, 10 mL) and water (5 × 10 mL)
and then dried over magnesium sulfate. The MgSO4 was then removed by
syringe filtration. The AuNPs should be freshly used after synthesis.
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Figure 7.4: Size distribution histogram of ~4.5 nm AuNPs from modified BrustSchiffrin synthesis.

Synthesis of chemicals and polymerization’s condition
Synthesis of activated RAFT (activated CDSPA)
The synthesis and purification of the activated RAFT is described in
literature[163]. The structure was confirmed by NMR spectroscopy. 1H NMR
(300 MHz, CDCl3): δ (ppm) 4.58 (t, 2H, J = 7.5 Hz), 3.70−3.46 (m, 2H), 3.33
(t, 4H, J = 7.5 Hz), 2.70−2.43 (m, 2H), 1.89 (s, 3H), 1.70 (quint, 2H, J = 7.5
Hz), 1.43−1.26 (m, 18H), 0.89 (t, 3H, J = 6.6 Hz).
Introducing NH2 group to the surface of SiO2-NPs
In a typical experiment, SiO2-NPs (300 mg) were dispersed in dried THF
(30 mL) by 20 mins of bath sonicating. 3-Aminopropyldimethylethoxysilane
(150 μL) was then added to the sol. The reaction’s mixture was kept
overnight at 85 ℃ under stirring in an argon atmosphere to ensure an
efficient anchoring of the amine group. After the reaction, the amine-
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functionalized SiO2-NPs were purified by three-fold of centrifugation cycles
(THF/n-hexane) and dried under reduced pressure.
Introducing RAFT group to the surface of SiO2-NPs
The amine-functionalized SiO2-NPs (300 mg) was dispersed in 6 mL
dried THF with the aid of bath sonication (20 min). A THF solution (3 ml)
containing activated RAFT agents (activated CDSPA, 60 mg) was added to
the sol and the mixture was sealed and kept stirring overnight. Three
centrifugation cycles (THF/diethyl ether) was applied here to obtain the
RAFT anchored SiO2-NPs. These particles could be dried in vacuo and stored
in ambient conditions over at least 1 year without affecting their
performance during polymerization.
This protocol was also applied on the MNP@SiO2 particles under
identical condition.
Surface-initiated polymerization on RAFT
functionalized SiO2-NPs
RAFT capped SiO2-NPs were dispersed in a dioxane solution containing
predetermined NiPAAM (Table 7.1 for SiO2-NP and Table 7.2 for SiO2-NP
with magnetite core) in a polymerization tube. The tube is then bathsonicated for 40 min for a sufficient dispersion. From our experiments,
dioxane was found to be the only suitable solvent for grafting poly(NiPAAM)
from the surface of RAFT functionalized SiO2-NPs. It’s worth mentioning that
the position of the tubes must be adjusted during the sonication process to
ensure sufficient cavitation in the sol. The RAFT agents (CDSPA), AIBN were
then added to the sol and the mixture was purged with argon for 10 minutes.
The polymerization of NiPAAM proceeded at 60 °C. After predetermined
times, the polymerization reactions were stopped by cooling in an ice bath
and exposing the mixtures to air. The poly(NiPAAM) capped SiO2
nanohybrid and free polymer were gathered together by three
centrifugation cycles from acetone with diethyl ether. The poly(NiPAAM)
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capped SiO2 nanohybrid was then isolated from the free polymer by threefold centrifugation/dispersion cycles in acetone. The molecular weight
distribution of the free polymers is shown in Figure 7.5
The polymerization’s condition is rather simple with MMA. In an
exemplary run, 3.00 g MMA was mixed with 2.9 g CDSPA, 1.2 mg AIBN and
5 mg of RAFT capped SiO2-NPs. The mixture was dispersed using the same
protocol described above. The polymerization was proceeded for 19 hours
at 60 °C. Same purification’s condition can also be applied here.
Table 7.1: Conditions for polymerization of RAFT functionalized SiO2-NPs. Each
reaction consists of 1 g of NiPAAM monomer and 20 mg SiO2-NPs.

Polymer

A

B

C

D

E

F

MN kg / mol

28

43

53

63

87

270

Đ

1.2

1.1

1.2

1.2

1.1

1.8

Equiv. of RAFT

1.00

1.00

1.00

1.00

1.00

1.00

Equiv. of NiPAAM

600

1000 1000 1700 1700 5000

Equiv. of AIBN

0.40

0.40

Equiv. of dioxane

4000 6000 6000 8000 8000 8000

Reaction’s time / h

3

2.5

0.40
3

0.80
2.5

0.80
3

0.80
4
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Figure 7.5: Molecular weight distributions from SEC analysis of the free polymers A–F
(Table 7.1 / Table 5.1) for polymerization on SiO2.
Table 7.2: Polymerization conditions for the synthesis of the different poly(NiPAAM)
grafted MNPs@SiO2 I–V with results from SEC analysis for the corresponding free
polymers. Adapted with permission from ref. [65]. Copyright 2018 John Wiley & Sons,
Inc.

Polymer

I

II

III

VI

V

Mn / kg ⋅ mol−1

29

40

58

73

94

Đ

1.20

1.15

1.17

1.15

1.17

m(MNP@SiO2)/ mg 33

10

10

10

10

m(RAFT) / mg

3.12

4.50

3.10

2.10

2.10

Equiv. of RAFT

1.00

1.00

1.00

1.00

1.00

m(NiPAAM) / mg

1000

750

700

1000

1000

Equiv. of NiPAAM

1000

600

1000

1700

1700

m(AIBN) / mg

0.70

0.90

0.70

0.70

0.70

Eqiv. of AIBN

0.40

0.50

0.40

0.80

0.80

V(dioxane) / ml

4100

3750

3500

3500

3500
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Reaction’s time /
min

90

120

120

120

150

1.0

I
II
III
VI
V

w[logMn]

0.8

0.6

0.4

0.2

0.0
103

104

105

106

Molecular weight / g ·mol-1

Figure 7.6: Molecular weight distributions from SEC analysis of the free polymers I–V
(Table 7.2 and Figure 6.8) for polymerization on MNP@SiO2. Adapted with permission
from ref. [65]. Copyright 2018 John Wiley & Sons, Inc.

Synthesis of Star and linear poly(NiPAAM)
4-Arm star or linear RAFT agent, AIBN, NiPAAM, and DMF were mixed in
polymerization tubes and the reaction mixtures were purged with argon for
15 minutes. The polymerization of NiPAAM was carried out at 60 °C. After
predetermined times, the polymerization reactions were stopped by cooling
in an ice bath and exposing the mixtures to air. The polymer was isolated by
threefold

precipitation

from

acetone

in

diethyl

ether.

Detailed

polymerization conditions are given in Table 7.3. The molecular weight
distribution of the star polymers is shown in Figure 7.7.
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Table 7.3: Polymerization conditions for the synthesis of the different polymer
samples and results from SEC analysis. Sample Star-II and Star-IV were previously
used in the earlier publication[41]. Adapted with permission from ref. [74]. Copyright
2016 American Chemical Society.

Polymer

Star-I

Star-III

Star-V

Star-VI

Linear

MN g / mol

29 k

44 k

60 k

78 k

30 k

Đ

1.1

1.1

1.1

1.1

1.1

Equiv. of RAFT
Equiv. of
NiPAAM
Equiv. of AIBN

1.00

1.00

1.00

1.00

1.00

400

400

1000

1000

400

0.40

0.40

0.50

0.50

0.25

Equiv. of DMF
Reaction’s
time / h

1600

1600

6000

6000

1200

1.5

3.0

2.0

3.0

2.0

Figure 7.7: Molecular weight distribution from SEC analysis of the star polymers I–VI.
Adapted with permission from ref. [74]. Copyright 2016 American Chemical Society.
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Grafting polymer onto AuNPs and AgNPs
Functionalization of citrate-capped AuNPs with star
poly(NiPAAM)
In a typical experiment, star poly(NiPAAM) (20 mg, dissolved in 5 ml
acetone) was added to a colloidal aqueous dispersion of citrate-capped
~13 nm AuNPs (15 mL, approximately 0.1 mg / mL, 7.5 nmol / L) under
sonication at room temperature. The mixture was incubated overnight at
room temperature and then centrifuged (15300 G, 1 h) to remove the excess
polymer and sodium citrate. The segregated material was redispersed in
methanol (20 mL) and two additional centrifugation-redispersion steps
were undertaken in order to exchange the solvent with CHCl3.
Functionalization of PE capped AuNPs and AgNPs
Trithiocarbonate

terminated

polyethylene

or

thiol

terminated

polyethylene (2 mg) was dissolved in toluene (1 mL) at 90 °C. Toluene
colloid containing AuNPs or AgNPs (2 mL, ~2 mg / mL) was added to the PE
solution and stirred for 30 min at 90 °C. The solution was used without
purification for further usage.

Self-assembly of planet–satellite nano-structures

Self-assembly of gold-planet–silver-satellite nanostructures
2 mL chloroform sol of OA-capped AgNPs containing approximately
3 mg of AgNPs slowly mixed with 5 mL chloroform sol with approximately
0.3 mg star RAFT poly(NiPAAM) capped AuNPs . The mixture was incubated
for 30 minutes before 20 mg of linear RAFT-poly(NiPAAM, MN = 40 kg / mol)
was added to the mixture. The mixture was incubated further for 30 min.
The heavier planet–satellite assemblies were separated from the lighter
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excessive AgNPs and linear RAFT-polymer via three centrifugationredispersion cycles (2150 G, 1 h).
Self-assembly of silica-planet–gold-satellite nanostructures with citrate-capped ~13 nm AuNPs
In a typical run, 4 mg of poly(NiPAAM) capped SiO2-NPs (planet NPs)
was dispersed in 40 ml ethanol with the aid of bath-type ultrasonication
(5 min). 10 ml colloid of citrate-capped AuNPs (~0.1 mg / ml) was quickly
added to the ethanol colloid containing planet NPs under sonication. The
mixture was allowed to incubate for 20 min before the addition of 0.5 ml of
linear poly(NiPAAM) solution (Mn = 40 kg / mol, 1 mg / ml). 60 ml water
was then quickly added to the colloid and the mixture was allowed to rest
for another 30 min.
The mixture was then subjected to centrifugation (6000 rpm, 1 h) to
remove the excess of sodium citrate and linear polymer. After the
centrifugation, the planet–satellite nanostructures were collected on the
wall of the centrifugation tube. The tube was then dried by argon flow for 20
min to remove the residual water. The nanostructures were finally
dispersed using 2 ml CHCl3 with the aid of sonication (~10 min) and stored
at 6 °C.
Self-assembly of silica-planet–gold-satellite nanostructures with TOAB-capped ~5 nm AuNPs
In a typical run, 0.3 mg of poly(NiPAAM) capped SiO2-NPs (planet NPs)
was dispersed in 3 ml CHCl3 with the aid of bath-type ultrasonication
(5 min). 40 μl colloid of citrate-capped AuNPs (~1 mg / ml) was quickly
added to the planet NPs’ colloid under sonication. The mixture was allowed
to incubate for 1 min before the addition of 0.5 ml of linear poly(NiPAAM)
solution (Mn = 40 kg / mol, 1 mg / ml).
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Preparation and experiments of planet–satellite
nanostructure decorated CaF2 substrate
Formation of the monolayer of the planet–satellite
nanostructure on CaF2 crystal
CaF2 crystal with the dimension of 1 × 1 × 0.1 cm (both sides highly
polished) was used as the substrate for the binary planet–satellite
nanostructures. First, the CaF2 crystal was rinsed with acetone (p. A) several
times and dried by argon flow. The substrate was then placed on a glass petri
dish and subjected to O2 plasma treatment. The plasma cleaning proceeded
for 10 min with the power of 100 W. The plasma-treated CaF2 substrate was
immediately taken to the dip-coating process. The detailed conditions for
dip-coating are listed in section 5.4.1. The planet–satellite nanostructure
decorated CaF2 crystal can be stored under ambient conditions for months
without observable change.
Transfer of planet–satellite nanostructure from CaF2
onto hydrogel
The planet–satellite nanostructure decorated CaF2 substrate was placed
on a glass petri dish in the plasma oven. The O2 plasma etching was
conducted in 2 min interval for 5 times with 1 min pause between each
phase with a power of 100 W.
After the plasma cleaning, the substrate was placed in a CHCl3 solution
containing 1 mM BAC and 100 mM APTOS and allowed to rest overnight.
After the incubation, the substrate was rinsed with clean CHCl3 several times
and dried under argon flow. The substrate was then placed into a Teflon
mold with an indentation of 1.3 × 1.3 × 0.3 cm. A solution consists of 50%
PEG-diacrylate (Mn = 700 g / mol), 50% water and HHMPP (1 mg / ml) was
added to the mold and the photopolymerization was proceed for 3 min
under UV radiation in a UV curing chamber. The hydrogel was then
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incubated in water for 1h to remove any unreacted monomer and initiator.
The CaF2 substrate can be removed gently using a tweezer.
Passivation of CaF2 substrate
The CaF2 (whether with or without nanoparticles) substrate was placed
on a glass Petri dish and plasma-treated for 10 min at 100 W. After that, the
CaF2 substrate was immediately placed on a droplet containing 0.25 mg / ml
PLL-g-PEG for 40 minutes and then rinsed with water. After drying with
argon flow, the sample is taken for biological experiments within 20 min.
Testing passivation of CaF2 substrate for RGD
The CaF2 (whether with or without nanoparticles) substrate was placed
on a glass petri dish and plasma-treated for 10 min at 100 W. After that, the
CaF2 substrate was immediately placed on a droplet containing 0.25 mg / ml
PLL-g-PEG for 40 minutes and rinsed with water. The substrate was then
placed on another droplet containing 5 μM RGD solution and incubated for
2 h. After rinsing with water and drying with argon flow, the sample is taken
for biological experiment within 20 min.
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Closing Remarks

Conclusions
Within this thesis, the state-of-the-art in the realm of fabrication strategy
and applications of the multifunctional planet–satellite nanohybrids have
been reviewed in Chapter 1. The building blocks and tools for the fabrication
of binary planet–satellite nanoassemblies were discussed in Chapter 2 in
detail including the properties of each nanocomponent and the strategy for
the functionalization of the nanoparticles with polymer. Since the silicaplanet–gold-satellite nanostructure was designed for the cell-response
experiment, Chapter 3 gave an introduction focusing on the methodology
and the current challenges of the state-of-the-art nanopatterning mediated
cell-responses experiment in-depth.
The fabrication strategies and the hybrid properties of RAFT polymer
mediated gold-planet–silver-satellite (Chapter 4) and silica-planet–goldsatellite (Chapter 5) were studied in detail. The monolayer formation of the
silica-planet–gold-satellite nanostructure on CaF2 was established by
applying dip-coating method. Due to the limited passivation on the CaF2
surface, the planet–satellite nanostructures were transferred from CaF2 to
hydrogel surface. Chapter 6 expended the functionality of the RAFT
polymer-based nanohybrids by changing the polymer or introducing further
nanoparticles, respectively. Polyethylene capped AuNPs and AgNPs was
fabricated using a straightforward self-assembly process. Using the
reversed

microemulsion

technique,

magnetite

nanoparticles

was

introduced in the silica nanoparticles carrying its superparamagnetic
property.
The fabrications strategy of the planet–satellite nanostructure using
RAFT polymer is highly flexible allowing the simultaneous integration of the
properties from various nanoparticles (AuNPs, AgNPs, magnetite NPs, SiO2-
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NPs) and functional polymers (e.g., stimuli-response and enhanced
dispersibility in the desired environment). Figure 8.1 demonstrates the
framework to customize a planet–satellite nanostructure for desired hybrid
functions. Furthermore, the dense polymer brush linker between the planet
and the satellite nanoparticles enabled a precise control over the
interparticle distance in the range from 5 to 50 nm which further enables
the fine-tuning of the interaction between the nanoparticles.

Figure 8.1: Schematic representation of the flexible framework of the planet–satellite
nanostructure accessible using the methods established in this thesis.

The initial designed application of the silica-planet–gold-satellite
nanostructure was to use the binary pattern as a template for the cellresponse experiment. During this thesis, the reliable synthesis route was
established for different interparticle distances. CaF2 was proved to be a
suitable surface for the formation of monolayer and serves as the substrate
with neutral chemical reactivity. However, from cell experiments, the
PEGylation on the CaF2 surface did not provide sufficient passivation for
peptide. To address this issue, a method for transferring both AuNPs and
SiO2-NPs was developed. The whole experiment protocol, e.g., the
fabrication of each nanoparticle, each modification/polymerization steps
and procedure of surface coating, were highly optimized to have high
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experimental reproducibility and sufficient capability to produce samples
substrate in a number of tens.

Future perspectives
On the binary nanopattern induced cell-response experiments, the next
steps include the identifying the surface structure of nanopatterned
hydrogel and optimizing the process of orthogonal functionalization of
peptides on both nanoparticles.
SEM is reported as a suitable method for the surface analysis of hydrogel.
However, due to the water content and non-conducting nature of the
hydrogel, the SEM experiment becomes very challenging. The samples must
be dried carefully before placed into SEM which operates under high
vacuum condition. A nano-thin conductive coating is also crucial here to
enable the SEM imaging with reasonable resolution. The coating material
(e.g., gold, carbon) and its thickness must be optimized to resolve the
nanoparticles without covering up the surface structure of hydrogel.
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Figure 8.2: Fabrication of binary planet–silica nanoparticles decorated hydrogel
surface, Including a proposal route (3rd and 4th line) for binding two distinct peptides
(RGD-peptide for AuNPs and HAV-peptide for SiO2-NPs).

The orthogonal bio-labeling on both AuNPs and SiO2-NPs must be carried
out considering the chemistry environments of the whole system including
the hydrogel, rest water content in the hydrogel, solvent and both
nanoparticles. For AuNPs, the protocol is well established by employing
cysteine (contains thiol group) units at the chain termini as anchoring
moiety. For SiO2-NPs, a reliable method must be developed. Since the silane
group is sensitive to moisture, a two-step approach including the application
of “click-chemistry,” will be more favored in this case. Since the peptide
labels are water-soluble, the clicking group should be highly water-resistant,
which is also convenient for the storage. Under this context, the copper-free
click chemistry with dibenzocyclooctyne (DBCO) + azide

[164]

should be a

suitable choice for this task. According to the demand of our cooperation
partner from group Schön (university clinic of Göttingen), the following
DBCO functionalized HAV tagged peptide is purchased: Ac-HAVDIGGG(PEG5)3-Lys(DBCO)-amid. The experiment will be done with the first
functionalization
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of

silica

with

azide-silane

(e.g.,

3-

azidopropyltriethoxysilane) in a water-free state and then bring RGDpeptide (for AuNPs) and HAV-peptide(for SiO2-NPs) to the corresponding
particles. It is worth mentioning that the solvent exchange should be
necessary due to the unfavored reaction between silane and water.
Insofar, interdisciplinary collaborations are critical to optimizing the
conditions interactively and will always play the central role in overcoming
the raised questions as the project proceed. Further intensive studies on
silica-planet–gold-satellite templated binary nanopattern for inducing cellresponse experiment will bring exciting results and new insights into the
realm of dermatology.
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Abbreviations and Symbols

2D

two-dimensional

3D

three-dimensional

AFM

atomic force microscopy

AIBN

azobisisobutyronitrile

appx.

approximately

APTES

(3-aminopropyl)triethoxysilane

APTOS

3-acryloxypropyltrimethoxysilane

BAC

N,N’-bis(acryloyl)cystamine

CDSPA

4-cyano-4-(dodecylsulfanyl-thio-carbonyl)sulfanylpentanoic

CT

computed tomography

DBCO

dibenzocyclooctyne

d

diameter

DLS

dynamic light scattering

Đ

dispersity

DMAc

dimethylacetamide

DMF

dimethylformamide

DNA

deoxyribonucleic acid

e.g.

lat.: exempli gratia

equiv.

equivalent
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et al.

lat.: et alii

FC

field cooled

HAADF

high-angle annular dark-field

HBP

hyberbranched polymer

HHMPP

2-hydroxy-4’-(2-hydroxyethoxy)-2methylpropiophenone

HPLC

high performance liquid chromatography

HRTEM

high resolution transmission electron
microscopy

i.e.

lat.: id est

Ms

specific saturation magnetization

MBA

4-mercaptobenzoic acid

MMA

methyl methacrylate

MN

average molecular weight

MNP

magnetit nanoparticle

MOF

metal organic framework

NiPAAM

N-isopropylacrylamide

NIR

near-infrared

NMR

nuclear magnetic resonance

NP

nanoparticle

OA

oleylamine

p.a.

pro analysi

PBS

phosphate-buffered saline
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PE

polyethene

PEG

polyethylene glycol

PLL

poly-l-lysine

PLL-g-PEG

poly-l-lysine-graft-peg

PP

polypropylene

PTFE

polytetrafluoroethylene

RAFT

reversible addition−fragmentation chaintransfer

ref

reference

RNA

ribonucleic acid

rpm

revolutions per minute

rt

room temperature

SEC

size-exclusion chromatography

SEM

scanning electron microscopy

SER

surface-enhanced Raman

SPR

surface plasmon resonance

SQUID

superconducting quantum interference device

STEM

scanning transmission electron microscopy

TB

blocking temperature

TE

transmission electron

TEM

transmission electron microscopy

TEOS

tetraethyl orthosilicate

TGA

thermogravimetric analysis
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THF

tetrahydrofuran

TOAB

tetrabutylammonium bromide

TTC

trithiocarbonate

UCNP

upconverting nanoparticle

UV

ultraviolet

Vis

visible

w/o

water-in-oil

ZFC

zero field cooled

δ

chemical shift

Only for amino acid:
A

alanine

Ac

acid group as end-group

D

aspartic acid

G

glycine

H

histidine

I

isoleucine

Lys

Lysine

R

arginine

V

valine
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